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Young Wild West's Biggest Strike
-OR--

ARIETTA AND THE ABANDONED MINE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER 1.
BACK IN WESTON.

"Well, here \Ye are, back in Weston once more!"
The speaker was Young Wild West, the dashing- young
Prince of the .Saddle and Champion Deadshot of the West.
He sat upon the back of his powerful, clean-limbed sorrel stallion Spitfire, and looked down upon a hustling little
mining town in the Black Hills, which lay less than a quarter of a mile below him in a valley that was surrounded on
all sides by hills and rocky spurs.
It was near noon on a pleasant day in early summer, a
few years ago, when gold mining was the principal industry in that region.
The boy's remarks were addressed to a small group of
ride1·s .who had halted right behind him, and who were surveying the scene with naught but looks of pleasure on their
faces.
The group consisted of his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart; his sweetheart, charm:ng, goldenhaired
Arietta Murdock; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie;
pretty, dark-eyed Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim
Dart, and their two Chinese servants, Hop Wah and Wing
W ah.
Young Wild West and his fr:ends had been in thP West
and Southwest for two or three months, or more properly
speaking, clurin:,; the winter months, and had thus escaped
thc rather severe climate of Dakota.
But the litile town of Weston had been founded by the
da:;;hing young deadshot and named for him, so why should
he not feel proud to look clown upon it and note the return
·
of activity?
When he last saw it bus:ness had been very poor and most
of_ the mines had been shut down.
Bu.t thern had been a sudden boom since then. Vast lodes
of virgin gold had been discovered and the smelting furnace
on the side of the hill, near the old depot of the Spondulicks
Railroad, the roadbed of which was now concealed by rank
weeds. was working ovel'time.
"Ther old place is good fur sore eyes, ain't it?" said
Cheyenne Charlie, as he twisted the ends of_ his heavy, black
mustache to make himself look spick and span when he met
his old acquaintances.
"That's right, Charlie," answered Young Wild West. "Come
on! There is no use in stopping here and looking down upon
the old, familiar place. we'll go on clown the hill and ride
rio-ht up to the posto:ffice."
'?.Won't Grandpa Murdock be surprised, Wild?" exclaimed
Arietta brushing back lier golden hair and looking with
sparkli::ig eyes at the scene below them.
"I reckon he will, Et," answered the dashing young princel

of the saddle. "Blamed if I can't see old Dove-Eye Dave
sitting on the porch of Brown's Gazoo I See him there?
You couldn't mistake him very well, for his whiskers are almost as white as snow."
They all took a look and were unanimous in declaring that
Wild was right.
It was Dove-Eye Dave, sure enough. He was the oldest
resident of the place, and he had come there just before
our hero struck it and made a b'g pile from a claim he
staked out two or three Y"~ before. ·
"There's Brown in ther door," said the scout, pointing to a
bare-headed man, who wore a white apron.
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answered. "It is Brown,
all right."
They now urged their horses forward and were soon goinJ?
down the wind·ng trail to the little valley.
'l'hey were not Jong in getting there, and then before they
could reach the postoffice women and children came rushing
out of the houses and shanties, waving their hands and
shouting a welcome 1to them.
Young Wild West and his friends were very popular in
what/ they called their home town. And why shouldn't they
be, since they were the ones who had really built it up?
They answered the salutes they got, but did not stop until they reached the postoffice, which was connected with the
general stores there, owned by Arietta's grandfather, "Old
Man" Murdock, as he was always spoken of.
The old man was busy inside, and he did not come out until the party came to a halt.
Our friends dismounted in a twink11ng, and for the .next
five minutes there was a great rejo'.cing there.
"So yer thought yer had time ter come home fur a while,
did yei· ?" Old Man Murdock exclaimec,. "Well, if this ain't
good! An' you're all lookin' fine, too, bla~ned if r,ou ain't!
Travelin' around ther country must agree with you!
In less than five minutes more there was a big crowd of
men women and children gathered in front of the store.
N~arly every one of them knew Young Wild West and his
f1.-en<ls, ·and those who had coine to Weston while they were
away had heard enough about them to make them love and
respect them.
There was much kissing by the females, and Wild and his
two partners had more handshaking to do than they had in
.
.
a long time.
Arietta's grandfather broke it up by dcclanng that dinner
was waiting over at the house, and that they must not de~.ay another minute.
"We didn't expect company, but I reckon there's enough
there ter eat, all right," he declared. "Light ont, now! Let
ther gang wait, an' talk ter yer by a~' by!"
They acted on the old man's adV1ce, and a £ew minutes
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later they were at the neat little white house that Arietta
called home.
The g-irl's grandmother went into ecstasies when she saw
them, and then there was another time of it.
Jack Robedee came over, followed by his wife, he stumping along in a hurry with his wooden leg.
Robedee had been in the habit of traveling with Wild,
Charlie and Jim, but one day he had met with the misfortune
to receive a bad bullet wound in a fight ,vith cattle thieves,
and it was necessary to amputate his leg in order to eave his
·
life.
Finding that he could not ride as well as before, he gave
up touring with them, after a few times out.
It was nearly half an hour after their arrival at the house
before our friends got do,vn to the dinner table, but when
they did they found there was full and plenty there for them.
It was only natural that as soon as the meal was finished
Young Wild West and his partners should want to take a
walk around the little town and see those of theil' friends
that had not been at the store to welcome them.
, It was ubout two o'clock when the three started out, in
company of Jack Robedee, who was the most delighted of any
of the crowd to have the roving heroes he had taken such delight to call his partners in town again.
At one time there had been three or four so-called hotels
in ·w eston, but now there was only one, and that was the
"Gazoo," which wus run by a worthy citizen named Brown.
It was for this place that they headed, and when they got
there they found that . nearly all the male population were
there, waiting for them.
The most of the mines had shut down, giving the men a
half holiday.
A rousing cheer went up as they reached the little porch
in front of the hotel.
Brown leaped down and gave Young Wild West a regular
bear-hug.
"Welcome ter Weston, boys!" he cried, and then he went
for Charlie and Jim.
Then all the old friends took a hand in giving the welcome.
A man, ,rho was a perfect stranger to our friends, stood
leaning against a post during the demonstration.
His face wore a sinister smile as he watched the men of
eston giving such a royal welcome to two boys and a man.
"'Them galoots must be something sorter wonderful!" he
observed, speaking to a miner, who was standing near him,
after having enjoyed the pleasure of shaking hands with the
arrivals.
"I reckon they are, Pete Willett," was the reply. "Young
Wild West is ther boss of all ther deadshots, an' he's as
straight as a string, an' always ready ter help a man when he
needs it."
"Humph!" and the man gave a grunt of dis~st. "I never
yet saw a boy who was worth paying half the attention to
that he's g-ettin'. I'll gamble on it that he don't amount ter
very much, after all!"
Wild was so near the speakers that he could 11.ot help hearing the words.
But he did not want to get into a row right away after
coming to Weston, so he paid no attention.
But Pete Willett, as he was called, evidently wanted the
boy to know his opin'on of him, for he looked at him in silence
for a moment, and then exclaimed:
"I ain't got much use fur a man, or boy, what goes 'round
puttin' on lu_i:;s. They're most always no good!"
"My friend," said ·wild, coolly, ··r never saw you before,
and don't know you, but I'll bet a five-dolar gold piece to a
silver quarter that you're no good!"

,v

CHAPTER II.
PETE WILLETT IS CRUSHED.

"Wow I Whoopee I" yelled Cheyenne Charlie. "That's ther
way ter talk to ther galoot, Wild! He's lookin' fur trouble,
like a whole lot of others that we've met. Chuck him out of
ther shanty on his head!"
"I don't believe you could do that, let alone him," retorted
Pete Willett.
"Don't you?" said Wild, stepping out before him. "Charlie,
just stand aside, will you? Clear the way for the door,
there!"

Those acquainted with Young Wild West knew just what
was coming.
They g-ot out of the way in a hurry.
Willett looked at the dashing young fellow in a scornful
way.
His fists were doubled, ready to knock him down the moment he came near enough.
Whiz!
The lithe body of the young deadshot launched forward
with the quickness of a bob-cat.
The miner let go his right fist.
But it only hit the empty air, and then before he could recover himself, Wild had seized him about the body and threw
him over the hip.
T'ne man must have weig-hecl at least one hundred and
eighty pounds, but that was nothing fo1· the young athlete.
Practice had taught him how to handle men easily.
A quick whirl an<l Pete Willett's feet flew up in the air.
Then Wild had his shoulder under him right at the small
of his back.
Out he went with a rush, through the door and upon the
little Porch.
There was a pump and horse trough right there and, letting go his hold, Willett landed in the trough with a splash.
"I g11ess you're out, all right!" said our hero, coolly, as he
watched the man struggling to get out of the troug-h.
Then the proprietor of the Gazoo and the other spectators
proceeded to make themselves heard.
They cheered and shouted for a full minute before a word
could be distinguished.
Willett got out of the trough, very wet and much cooled off.
The fact was that he had only been at Weston a few days,
and during that time he had managed to disagree with the
biggest part of the frequenters of Brown's Gazoo.
He seemed to have a very sour disposition, and nothing
exactly suited him, though it was known pretty well that he
was making considerable from his vocation, which was a card
sharp.
But this was the first time he had been in a "mix-up" with
any one, and to be handled that way by a boy was quite
enough to make him feel sick.
But he did not only feel sick over it: he really felt as
though he would like to kill Young Wild West.
He sat down on the edge of the porch until he had got.
himself together, and then came back into the barroom.
His revolver and knife lay on the floor, where they had
dropped when he had been turned upside down 80 suddenly,
and he picked them up and put them back in his belt.
"That was about ther slickest thing I ever had happen ter
me," he said, looking at Wilcl. "You catched me afore I
knowed it. You're putty strong, all right. But I don't think
yer could do that ag'in."
"Oh, yes; I can do it again, tool I can throw you out of
here just as many t;mes as I try. If you are not satisfied
I'll do it again."
"Go ahead an' do it!"
The words were no sooner out of his mouth than the
young prince of the saddle made a dive for him.
This time he jumped nimbly to the right, ·and, escaping
the grab that was made for him, caught the man by the left
thigh with his left hand and threw his right arm about his
'
neck.
'''ith his knee for a fulcrum, ho easily threw him over,
bearing hard enough upon his back to hurt him, 80 he could
not resent the attack.
Willett fell an easy victim then.
Up he went, and then out through the dorway again!
This time Wild allowed him to land upon his feet on the
porch, but the impetus was so great that he went off to the
ground before he could check himself.
"I reckon there wasn't any mistake about it that time,
was there?" asked Wild, as he came out and looked down at
him.
Willett dropped his knife in -the scuffle, but his revolver
had remained in the holster this time.
He reached it, his face turning livid with rage.
"Drop that!"
The command rang out clear and calm.
Up went the young deadshot's hand; and in it was one of
his trusty Smith & Wesson revolvers.
The muzzle of it was right on a line with the card sharp's
heart, too, and whether he realized it or not, he was pretty
close to death just then.
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He let go, just the same.
There was something in the glance that shot at him to
make him feel that he must obey.
'.'I ~ess yo1;1 ai-e not going to do any shooting-, my friend,"
said 1i1Vild, laymg a stress of sarcasm on the word friend.
"But he'd like ter do it, jest ther same," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, with a shrug of his shoulders. ''It's what I call
mighty funny that the1· galoot should take a dislike to yer,
all of a sudden, ain't it?"
"Well, I suppose he thought Brown and the rest were making a little too much of us. Tirnt's the only way I can account for it," replied our hero.
"Well, you said he was no g-ood, and he has proved it,"
observed Jim Dart. "I rather think he will hold in his horns
a bit now. It is quite likely that the little r:raveyard liack
of the schoolhouse is not full yet. There ce1tairily must be
room for him when he goes."
"There's plenty of room there, boys!" cried old Dove-Eye
Dave. "I ain't had much of an opinion of Pete Willett since
he struck here; but I reckon I've got a worse one now. Any
galoot what goes ag'in Young Wild West ain't fitter live!"
The face of the card sharp turned pale at hearing this.
I t occurred to him that it would not take a great deal to
~ake the friends of Young Wild West lynch him, 01· drive
him out of the town.
"It is all right, gents," he called out, speaking with much
earnestness. "I'm satisfied. I didn't think it was in ther
boy ter do what he's done. He's entitled ter all ther good
wishes you've been showerin' upon him. I thought :first that
he was only a fancy young galoot what wanted praise, an'
all that.. _I've found out that I made a mistake, boys. I'm
a good citizen, even if I am a little bit bold in my ways."
Wild turned and went into the barroom of the Gazoo
"Brown," said he, "give every man in the crowd wl{at he
want_s, and I'll pay the bill. I haven't had a chance to treat
you m a long time, so go in and drink to my health."
. Though neith~r Wild nor Jim drank anything strong, they
did not. try _to dictate to the miners what they should do.
A mmer 1s bound to have his whisky, and any one who ti·ies
to keep it ~rom him might just as ·well say he wants to fight.
At the time of which we are writing fighting in mining
camps was usually done with six-shooters.
. Me~ died ,Yith their boots on, and many of them were buried without a ceremony.
Though You:i,g Wild West had succeeded in establishing
law and order m Weston to a pretty fair e..xtent, there were
strang~rs coming in all the time, and they usually tried to
run thmgs the way they had always been used to it in other
camps.
In response to our hel'O's invitation the men rushed for the
little bar of p:ne boards, and for the next ten minutes Brown
a;11d his assistant were busy dealin1;t out "tanglefoot" and
cigars.
As our hero was paying the bill who should walk in. but the
two Chinamen, Hop Wah and Wing- Wah.
The two were brothers, and though they looked much alike,
they were not, in anything save that they were Chinamen.
Wing was just an ordinary fellow, who was a gcod cook,
honest, and liked to sleep the best part of his time.
Hop, on the other hand, was a real wonder.
He was a very clever sleight-of-h:md performer, and somewhat of a practical jQker, though the innocent, childish expression of his countenance suggested anything but that.
He was also a lover of gambling, especialy "dlaw pokee,"
as he called the great American card game.
The very best of cheats and card sharps had been beaten at
their ovln game by the clever Chinaman.
The salary he received from our friends was nothin.g to
Hop, compared with what he made at ir,ambling.
It was nothing for him to have hYo or three thousand dollars at a time, and he genel'ally had it concealed about him,
or in his saddle bags, so it could not be found, in case he fell
into the hands of road agents or other outlaws.
The one great failing about Hep was that he liked "tanglefoot," as he invariably called whisky, a little too much.
Wild had tried hard to keak him of the habit, but it was
no use; every time the Chjnaman got the chance he would hit
the bottle.
Of course, the citizens of Weston knew both Hop and Wing.
They got a royal welcome from the miners in the Gazoo,
and were just in time to drink at the expense of their young
empl~er.
"Do somethin' funny, Hop!" called out Brown, as soon as

he had swallowed his tanglefoot. "vVe ain't seen no magic
business since you went away."
"Allee light," answered Hop, smilinp;, 1,1:mclly. "Me showee
nicee lillee tlick."

CHAPTER IH.
OUR FIUENDS \!SIT 'l'H~J ABANDONEm MINE.

Pete Willett had accepted the invitation of Young Wild
West to drink, and he stood near the door, still drippino- from
the ducking he had received.
"'
Hop picked him out right away for a victim.
1t is needless to say that the clever Chinaman was all prepared to perform a trick or two when he came to the Gazoo.
He knew he would be asl.:ed to do something, and that was
enough to make him be ready.
"l'.l'fisler BloW11," he said to the prop1-ietor, "you lettee me
havee um empty bottle, so be."
Now the bottles that Brown had were all of the same kind
-dark green in colol' and holding a quart..
"All right, Hop; you kin have an empty bottle, an' a full
one, too, fur that matter, though I know I'd g-it :flimflammed
out of ther whisky. You ain't been here in some time so yer
ki..'1 have anything ye.r want."
'
:;Me only wantee um empty bottle now, 1viisler Brown."
Here you are," and one was put on the counter before
him.
!;lop looked at it and g-ave a nod of satisfaction.
Lat allee light," he remarked.
Then he drew the well-known silk handkerchief he alwavs
carried from one of his pockets and shook it out, so everybody could have a look at it.
It was an extra large kerchief and was of a bright yellow
color.
The most of the spectators had seen that same handkerchief before.
They knew what Hop carried it for, too.
·
He ~ad used it in his sleight-·of-hand work, and many were
the thmgs he had done that looked impossible that had been
covered by that handkercliief.
"l\1e gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee,"
he began, taking up the same old story. "Me allee samee
IE~ my uncle, for me velly muchee smartee, too, so be." . ll~en ~e dropped the handkerchief over the bottle, arrangmg- 1t with both hands to his satisfaction.
This done, he turned to Willett and said:
"Me likee havee your six-shootee lillee while; me no
hurtee."
,
"You w~t ter put my shooter in that bottle yer jist cov~recl up :V)th that yaller handkerchief?" queried the gambler,
m surpnse.
"Lat whattee me wantee do."
"Well, yer couldn't possibly do that, 'cause ther neck of
ther bottle ain't no,vhere's near half Lig enough" ·
"Lat allee light; me velly muchee smarte~. Me allee
samce makee um revolver go in so be."
Willett handed over the sl1oot~r.
He looked a bit sheepish at Young Wild West as he did
so, for he probably thought of how he had tried to use it
on the boy, and had failed so miserably.
It was a big Colt's, and any one could have told at a
glance that it could nevei: be forced down tl1e neck of a bottle, unless it was a rubber one.
But those well acquainted with Hop knew he always did
what he said he would do.
The Chinaman now laid the bottle on its side, taking care
to keep it well concealed from view.
One hr.nd went under the handkerchief and the other r emained on the outside, holding it in place.
When he ,vas ready he drew out his hand, and, taking the
revolve1·, held it up, so all might have a view of it.
"Evclybody watchee," he said, and then he slipped the
weapon under the handkerchief.
In a few seconds he had put the bottle on its bottom, the
handkerchief still concealing all parts of it from view.
Then he stepped back and g·ave a nod of satisfaction.
"Be vclly caleful," he said to Willett. "Takee um handkelchief uppee, but no upscttee um bottle."
"All right," was the reply, and the man did so.
A low murmur of asto,1ishment went up from the crowd,
while Willett gazed at the bottle in mute amazement.
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Just as sure as he held the handkerchief in his hand, the of some of the good times they had had while keeping bacherevolver was in the bottle, the muzzle sticking well up in the lors' hall in the little house.
They visited the abandoned mine first, because it was
neck!
·"Lat velly nicee lillee tlick, so be," observed Hop, with a nearer than the others.
The entrance to it was r:ght in the side of the hill, and
bland smile.
"Blowed if it ain't!" exclaimed Brown. "I've seen yer do though some of the beams that supported the earth above it
lots of 'em, but that's as good as any trick I ever seen or were decayed, it was still safe to go inside it.
Our friends had brought along their rifles, think'ng they
heard tell of!"
One of the miners wanted to take the bottle in his hands might find something in the way of game, for there happened
to be plenty of woods and sage brush in the locality.
and examine it, but Hop would not allow that.
"The old mine doesn't look very inviting," remarked Ari,Vhen they had all had a good look at it, and had satisfied
themselves that there was no deception about it, Hop threw etta, as she looked at the d&rk opening.
"I would rather pick some of the flowers over there than
the handkerchief over it again.
'fhen he suddenly withdrew it, and there was the empty even go near it," answered Eloise. "Come, Anna; let's go
and get them."
bottle l
The two at once made for the spot where the flowel'S were
Brown reached for it, and as Hop raised no objections this
and the rest moved on toward the entrance to the old mine.
time, he picked it up.
Just then an unearthly yell sounded from the interior of
It certainly was the same bottle he had gjven him.
"Where's my shooter?" asked Willett, when he had recov- the mine, and then hurried footsteps could be heard.
ered from his surprise.
".Must be in nm bottle, so be," an~-wered Hop, as he took
it and looked through it.
CHAPTER IV.
Then he shook his head.
"Me have~ findee, allee samee, so be," he observed.
AND '!'HE BE.\R.
CHINM,ll::X
'fHE
He was nght at the side of Willett, and the empty holster
·
·was so close to him that he could touch it.
Hop and w;ng crossed the street and heade<l for the wc,o<ls
He touched it, too, but the card sharp, or no one else saw
'
what he did.
as soon as they left the Gazoo.
Hop was afraid he would be called back and be forced to
'l'he next minute he stepped back and said:
give up the bottle he had slipped under his loose-fit.ting- coat.
··You allee samee gottee um 1·evolver, so be."
"Come on, my blother," he said. '·Me gottee ,;ome vellv
'!'he man clapped his hand to his side, and, sure enough,
nicee tanl,?']efoot. We go to some nicee lillee place and have
the revolver was there jn the holster.
"Hooray fur Hop Wah, ther greatest ma.f;ician what ever some dlink, so be."
Wing was not much of a Llr'.nker, but the two or thrf>e he
lived!" shouted Dove-Eye Dave.
'l'he miners responded with a cheer that shook the iafters. had swallowed in the Gazoo had given him an appetite for
Bowing and smiling, the clever Chinaman stood in the cen- more.
He fell right in with his brother, and when they got in the
ter of the room.
thin ;;trip of woods that ran along· close to the rear of the
There was no doubt but that he was proud of his work.
he gave a nod of pleasure
His hands \yere quicke1· than the eye of an ordinary person, houses and shanties on that s:de,
:.ind he had simply substituted a bottle that was without a and observed:
"Me likee lillee tangleioot sometimes, so be. But we wait
bottom that he had in one of his capacious pockets for the
till we allee samee gittee where l\Iisler Wild no findee; leu we
'
one Brown had given him.
pletty quickee."
rt was quite easy for him to get the revolver in this, and dlink
"We IN to um old mine, so be, my blather," said Hop.
then place the bottle on the bar in a standing position so the
"Nobody findee lc1·e. l\fe gottee pletty near um quartee tan'
defect in it would not be noticed.
dlunk, so be."
"He's jest ther same old Hop, only a little better," de- glefoot; makee plenty
"We havee nkee lillee sleep, too, allee samee."
clared one of the miners.
"Lat light, my blother."
Hop did a few more tricks for them, and then declared that
They were making a shoi-t cut for the same place that our
he must go around and call on a few of his friends, whom friends
were gettin,1.>; ready to Yisit at that moment.
he had not yet seen. Wing left with him.
Hop and Wing got there just about fifteen minutes ahea~
When he went out Brown missed a bottle that was nearly of Wild and the rest.
full of whisky, but he only grinned.
"Lookee allee same nobody been lere velly soonee," obIt had been placed on the bar for the men to pour out served Wing, as he peeped into the opening.
their drinks from, but no one had seen it taken.
"Misler Wild makee plenty money flom mine once, so be,"
Brown knew Hop had it, but he was satisfied.
answered Hop, °1'.".ith an air of importance. "Comee on, my
"I reckon he'll see some of his friends all right," he said. blother; we go in and finclee niece lillee place to sittee down,
"I'll bet he won't be able ter see much of anything in an hour so be."
. •
from now. If he ain't sound asleep by that time I'll m.tss
Wing did not seem to think it a very good place to go m
my guess."
and sit down, but he followed Hop in, just the same.
Wild and his partners left soon after that.
The mine had been dug back into a high, slanting bank,
abanhad
they
mine
the
over
look
and
go
to
wanted
They
and it extended about fifty feet.
doned a few months before.
There were seve1·al galleries branching off, which only exThough he had not believed that it was played out our hero tended a short distance, and into the first of these, near tha
had not deemed it w0rth while to work it any more:
mouth, the two Chinamen went.
A1ietta owned a claim there, and so did Charlie and Jim.
There was a big box there, which had been used to keep
They all jointly owned a big tract of land that had not been the tools in when they we1·e not in use, and the two sat down
developed much, and it was from a mine on this that they upon this and got themselves in comfortable positions.
·
were reaping a neat little income.
Then Hop drew forth the bottle of whisky.
The girls wanted to go and visit the mines with them, so
Wing was just in the humor, so he smacked his lips.
they went over to the Murdock house and got them.
"Me takee lillee dlink; len my 11other takee lillee dlink,"
As the place was less than half a mile away, they set out said Hop.
on foot.
He suited the action to the words. ,
They all felt that the walk would do them good, anyhow.
Wing took a good one, and looked more pleased than evel'.
They were not long in coming to the office of the old Wild
There was just enough light in the place for them to see
West Mining & Improvement Company, which was closed for what they were doing.
l'epairs, Charlie declared.
"Misler Wild no catchee here, so be," Hop chuckled.
"We havee lillee sleep pletty soonee, so be," added his
"We had some lively times a1·ound here a few months ago.
boys," said Wild, as he looked at the old building and nodded. brother, taking off his hat and putting it down on the big
"There are our bachelor quarters right on the hill back of the box for a pillow.
"Dlink allee samee plenty tanglefoot first, so be," an
office, Jim. We used to get along pretty good there before
we got to roving around through the country. I see that Old swered Hop.
Then they took tum? at the bottle, until finally Ho
Man Murdock has rented the shanty to some one."
"That's 1ight. Wild." Dart answered, smiling as he thought drained the last d1·op.
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his mate and cubs. There is a den of them in there, and you
By this time they were both fit subjects to fall asleep.
Just as Wing had settled back and dropped into a doze an can bet on it!"
"Well I reckon we'd better stir 'em up a little," advised
ominous growl sounded.
bears, especially the
As sleepy as he was, he was on his feet as quickly as Hop. the sco~t, who had a great liking for here
mine was abanmeat of a nice, fat young one. "This
"Whattee mattee ?" he asked, excitedly.
doned by us some time ago, but this ain't no reason why
Again the growl sounded, this time very near them.
bears should take possession of it.
The two Chinamen became almost sober instantly.
"You are right there, Charlie," nodded Jim, as he proBoth were badly frightened.
to light a lantern they had brought with them for the
ceeded
Hop.
ventured
be,"
so
outee,
gittee
better
t'inkee
"Me
of having a look inside the m ine.
purpose
speak.
to
frightened
too
Wing nodded,
All hands entered the mine now, Anna and Eloise proceedAs they started out of the little gallery the lumbering form
ing rather timidly.
of a big bea1· loomed up before them.
Hop did not seem to be the least bit afraid now. He knew
Both Chinaman let out a yell of tenor and started to 1·un
very well that he was perfectly safe so long as Wild and his
for the outlet of the old mine.
As if challenged to a foot race, Bruin started after them, partners were there.
Wing came along as a matter of coLuse. He did not want
growling furiously.
what had happened, so
It was quite evident that his Bearship had chosen the to go back to the house alone, after
place fo1· his den, and, in all probability, his mate and cubs he felt compelled to stick to his brother.
The mine had never been worked to a ,:?'l'eat extent.
were somewhere close by.
The few galleries had been dug out in an effort to reach a
Bears do not like to be bothered by intruders.
to believe existed there.
This particular one seemed to be very anxious to eat the lode that our hero had reasonhad
been taken out to pay exHardly enough pay dirt
two frightened Chinamen.
he had
"Lun, my bl other, lun !" shouted Hop, as they darted from penses, and when a slump settled down over Weston
abandoned it.
the mine, the bear in hot pursuit. "Hi'p! hi! Me no likee!"
But now things were booming again, and the claim next to
Wild and Arietta appeared just then, followed by Charlie
his was panning out wonderfully.
and Jim.
Our hero and his partners led the way, first into one of
'I'' ,e situation was as comical as it was dangerous.
Wild saw that it was a pretty sure thing that the bea1· the little g·alleries and then another.
At length they came upon the bear and her cubs t'fiey had
would have the Celestials before they got many feet futther,
·
been confident of fm<ling.
but he would not help laughing·, for all that.
But they were all dead, for a big rock, weighing ovei· a ton,
He was within twenty feet of the bear, and he knew he
had caved in upon them and crushed out their lives.
could kill it with ease.
"Now we know why the1 bea1· was so ugly,'' said Cheyenne
his
to
said
he
Et,"
race,
that
"I guess I hatl better stop
Charlie.
shoulder.
his
to
rifle
sweetheart, and then he placed his
He took a quick a ·m and pulled the trig·ger, just as the
bear was within a few inches of Hop's coattail.
Crack!
CHAPTER V.
As the repol't rang out the animal staggered.
"ARlET'l'A AND THE ABANDONED MIN~J."
It ran on a few steps and fell, while the two frightened
Celestials still went on at a bi-eakneck pace.
''Come back here, you foolish galoots!" called out Cheyenne
The cave-in had taken place quite recently, for an examCharlie. "Ther bear can't hurt yer now."
ination showed the dead bear and her cubs were still warm.
Hop cast a look over his shoulder, and, see ·ng- the beast
"Yer seldom hear of bears gittin' killed that way," observed
rolling on the ground, with Wild but a few feet from it, he the scout, shrugging his shoulders. "I reckon that big rock
came to a halt.
must have come down putty sudden-like, boys."
"You can bet it did!" our hero answered.
"We allee samee saved, my blother!" he panted.
Arietta started to climb upon it.
"Misler Wild allee samee shootee!" gasped Wing.
"Let me have the lantern, Charlie," she called out. "I want
Then they started to go back.
By this time Arietta, Charlie and Jim had gathered near to look in the hole that rock fell out of."
The scout promptly handed it to her.
the dying bear, and Anna and Eloise were hurrying along
The girl walked to the back of the rock and held up the
over the rockv ground to find out what it all meant.
lantern in the mouth of the black opening above it.
Hop and Wing were fit subjects to laugh at.
Those watch_ing her saw helc' give a start and then peer
All but Anna and Eloise were laughing already, and when
_
they had one good look at them they could not help join- eagerly into it.
Then she leaned over and took a better look.
ing in, though they had not witnessed the Teal cause.
to"Well, Et, there are no bears in there, I guess," said Wild,
Arietta quickly told them, and then they looked quite
with a laugh, as his curiosity ,got the best of him, and l1e
ber instantly.
"My!" exclaimed the scout's wife. "I guess you must have climbed up on the rock.
"No, Wild, there are no bears, that I can see; but there is
fired just in time then, Wild."
"I reckon I did," was the reply. "The big brute would have gold here!"
The girl spoke as coolly as thollgh she had simply dishad Hop inside of fifteen secor.1 ds more. We certainly came
here just at the right time. But who would have thought covered a spring of water, or some other minor thing that
might be found there.
that we would find the two Chinamen here?"
"Gold'?'' echoed her dashing young lover. "Can it be pos"I kin guess what brought 'em here," spoke ttP Charl:e,
with a grin on his bronzed face. "They wanted ter git some- sible that the lode I always believed to be on this claim is
where so they wouldn't be disturbed. Hop had that whisky, right there? 1 guess I'll take a look."
"Well, come on and take a look. You will find that I have
an' he didn't want it ter be took away from him."
"Lat velly muchee light, Misler Charlie," spoke up Hop, made no mistake, Wild."
The young deadshot stepped to h is swee theart's side and
who had almost recovered from h's fright. "We dlinkee um
tanglefoot, allee samee, before um bear comee, so be. Me peered into the. opening the rock had left when it fell down
velly muchee 'fiaid mv blother too dhmk to Jun, but he go and crushed the bear and he1· cubs.
There it was, sure enough]
allee samee, Sammee Hill!"
A vein of metal that gave out a 1·eddish luster ran across
Wing shook his head.
the back of the hollow the full depth of it, which was about
He regarded it as an awful experience.
feet.
six
shaking
declared,
he
tanglefoot,"
more
"Me no dlinkee some
It was a Ioele of gold, that was cel'lain.
Ms head. "Makee feel velly muchee sickee."
Arietta knew it the moment she saw it, and Wild had seen
He was Yery pale, for between the liquoT and his fright h:s
so much of th e precious metal in all s orts of formation that
stomach had become upset.
about it.
he was sure there was no mistake
Jim led him to the shade of a tree and let him lie down.
"This is a big strike, Et! 1' he exclain1ed. "I guess things
"That is a pretty big fellow," rema1·ked Wild, as he looked
Just
at the bear, which was now stone dead. "I have an idea will hum in Weston for a while, now. Hurrah, boys!
that there are more in the mine, too. He would not have at- come up here and have a look.''
Charlie and Jim lost no time in cl~mbering·u p on the rock.
tacked them like that if he had not thought they were aftei·
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"That's right. Ther only bad luck I ever had was when
They had one look and then they let out a cheer that echoed
that galoot of a oattle thief put a bullet in my leg. I ain't
through the abandoned mine.
Anna and Eloise were eager to see, also, but there was been ther same person since, though I'm jest as hale an'
hearty as I ever was."
hardly room for them upon the rock.
The expression of the man's face was a sad one just then,
1:fowever, Jim and the scout jumped down, and then the
for he was no doubt thinking of what he was missin.1< by bet.wo were assisted up, so they might have a look.
"lt seems that it was good luck fo1· us to come to Weston," ing unable to travel around the country with Young Wild
West.
Churlie's wife obsel'Ved.
But he quickly brightened up, for that was a way he had.
·'1t sartinly was, gal," tl1e •scout answel'ed. "There;s a
"Do yer know one thing?" he remarked, taking a seat on
(1uarter of a million in this old mine, all right!"
''Maybe not quite as much as all that, Charlie," said Wild, the doorstep and placing a fresh quid of 'tobacco in his
mouth; "ther bear an' her cubs gittin' mashed reminds me of
with a laugh.
"lie isn't so very far out on his estimate, thouirh," Jim somethin' what l1appened on my uncle's farm in New York
rPmarked, with a shake of tllc head. "It all depends upon State, when I was a boy."
"What was it, Jack?" queried Wild, who knew the ex-scout
how wide the lode is, of course. I'll bet it is plenty wide
enoup;h, though. You know wh \t a l'ich payer the place1· was liked to tell his little yarns now and then.
"Well, one day ·when we'd been work.in' mighty hard g·itthat we worked out ove1· a yea1· ago. Well, this lode is the
fountain head of that placer. You can depend on that, tin' in a lot of hay, an' had stacked what we couldn't git in
ther barn, a big blow come up. Ther blow come up so sudWild."
';I guess you are right, Jim," our hero replied. "Well, we den that ther horses got scared an' they lit out fur ther stable
will open 1;p the abandoned mine right away. We will call fur all they was worth, draggin' alonJ;?" ther empty wag-on
with 'em, an' leavin' me alone by ther big haystack. There
it by that name, too-the Abandoned Mine."
"And when we tell about it later on we will make the wasn't nothin' fur me ter do but tel' git behind that haystory's name 'Arietta and the Abandoned Mine,'" Jim added. stack an' wait fur ther blow ter blow out."
"Listen, everybody!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "What
"That's it! I'm glad you thought of that, Jim!"
They had no prospecting tools with them, so Wild used the Jack is J;?"oin' ter say now is ther whole truth, an' nothin' but
point of his knife to get out a couple of chunks of, the gold. ther truth. He never told a lie in his whole life."
"See here!" exclaimed Robedee, wrathfully. "If you inHe handed one to his sweetheart and kept the other himte~p1Pt me ag'in I won't tell ther story, that's all."
self.
Go on, Jack; I won't say anothe.r word."
"Now, I guess we'll go back and begin to :make p1·epara"Well," Jack continu.ed, "I jest settled down close under
tfons to come and work the mine," he observed, as he sprang
ther lee of that haystack an' listened ter their wind 2s it
down from the rock and assisted Arietta after him.
"You will bring some of the men from the other mines, I hummed along-. All of a sudden there comes a mighty big
gust of wind an' I felt ther pile of hay move. I .iest 1nabbed
suppose?" Jim asked.
"Yes, I reckon they ·can be spared from where they are hold of the1· hay mighty qu;ck, an' it was well that I done it."
How was that, Jack?" Wild questioned, as he paused, probworking. . I'll put Jack Robedee here to boss the job, and we
can come around as often as we please and see how things ably to make some one ask why.
"Well, another gust come jest then what was ten times
are getting- on. One of the first things to be done is to get
worse nor the first one, an' ther first thing I knowed me an'
the old bear and her cubs buried."
"That 1·eminds me that I must cut off a ham of ther bear that haystack was sailin' through ther air like a comet withyer shot, Wild," spoke up Charlie. "I reckon I'm goin' ter out no tail. We landed right on top of ther barn, which was
have some of that br'ilecl fur my supper. I know it'll be about a mile away. Ther roof had been blowed off by ther
mighty tough, but there's a flavor about bear meat that I same gust, and down we come on top of ther hay that had
been put in. We come down so hard that we packed it down, ,
sorter like."
so it jest allowed ther whole stack ter settle even with ther This was true.
The scout was one of the sort who was very fond of bear beams nicely. It give me an awful .iolt, though."
Jack got up, giving them to understand that his story was
meat.
Most people don't like it, but a young bea1· in the proper at an end.
"Say,'' said Charlie, g-rinnin.~ broadly, "What has ther
season makes very fine eating, for all that."
Charlie caUed Hop to assist him, and then he removed the bei.,.r an' her cubs gittin' killed by ther bii.? rock got ter do
with that big lie yer jest told us, Jack?"
Pelt from the animal and Cl\t off one of the hams.
"None of your businei:s, Charlie," was the retort, and
This done, they all started back. '
Wing was still very pale, but he gradually grew better as Robeclec stumped off in the direction of the Gazoo to P-et
something to quiet his nerves after the l'ecital of the thrill;ng
tl11'v walked along.
"Me no dlinkee any more tanglefoot, so be," he declared, experiences he had when a boy.
whrn the scout asked him how he felt.
"Well, it's time yer Qllit it. Any galoot what don't know
when he's l!Ot enough of ther blamed stuff oug-hter quit it,"
the E"cout declared.
CHAPTER VI.
"My blother never know when he J;?"ottee enough, so be,''
Winrr said.
l'ETEl WILLETT DOES A LITTLE PLOTTING.
"lVJe no dlinkee enoult'h tanglefoot to makee aUee samee
sickec, so be,'' answered Hop, who was now quite himself.
We will now turn our attention to the man called Pete
"I reckon your capacity is a blamed sight bigger than his,"
Willett.
chuckled Charlie.
Though few of the people of Weston regarded him as anyWhm they arrived at the Murdock house our hero sent for
thing worse than a professional card sharp, he was really
Jack Robedee at once.
The one-legged man was in charge of the mine that was a thief-a genuine villain, who would stop at nothing to
gain his point.
run by the company that Wild was president of.
As has been said, this was the first time he had J;?"otten in
This had been paying pretty g-ood dividends during- the
past six months, but Wild knew that it would pay to leave it trouble since his anival in the hustling little minng town,
and it can be readily imagined that ha felt very sore over
at a standstill and get all' work in the Abandoned Mine.
If he judged rightly, there were tons of ore there that what had happened to him.
The fact was that he had heard much talk of Young- Wild
would average two thousand dollars to the ton.
When Jack Robedee arrived he was at once acquainted with West from Brown ru;id the miners who visited the Gazoo, and
he had learned to hate the boy before he saw him.
the discovery they had made.
Everything the men said about the young deadshot was
Jack was surprised and delighted as well.
"I never thought anything like that would happen," he praiseworthy, and some of them fairly lauded him to the
said. "If that big rock hadn't tumbled down an' mashed up skies for his many acts of daring and i.ood t1> the comthe1· bear an' her cubs yer might never have found ther munity.
Of course, Pete Willett did not admire any one who was
lode."
"That's so, Jack,'' answered our hero. "But there is al- honest and did the right thing.
It was not his nai"lue to do this.
ways something turning up in our favor, you know. We have
He had allowed his feelings to get the bette1: of him wlum
been pretty lucky, I think."
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"Hush! Not so loud!" cautioned Ike. "There might be
he tackled Young Wild West, and he was sorry for it the
some one listenin'. If we was heard talkin' that way we
moment he found he was no match for the boy.
yer kin bet on that!"
Willett lived at the hotel, and as he paid his board in ad- wouldn't have long ter stay in Weston;
"Well," and Willett lowered his voice, "I am going to put
vance the proprietor had no complaint to make.
of the way, and 1 want
The villain had the best room in the house, too, and soon the whole three of them galoots. out
agree?"
after our hero and his partners left he went to it and locked you to help me do it. Will you
"If there's anything in it I will. But there's got ter be
himself in.
risk. Young Wild West
··1 guess I met my Waterloo to-day," he muttered, as he E;omethin' in it, fur it's an awful
like a cat.
proceeded to change his wet and bedraggled clothing for ain't ther one ter _git downed, as I've heard. He's
others. "But it won't be for long. I'll get square on Young 'cause he's got nine lives."
"We'll fix that part of it all right. Even a cat can be finWild West, if it takes me all summer! I'll leave his bones
providin.:r you go the right way at it."
ished,
from
away
go
I
when
hillside
the
on
cemetery
little
in the
be worth while ter put Young- Wild West an'
might
"It
I
and
time,
my
in
camps
of
out
driven
been
here. I have
of ther way," said Ike, as though he was talkout
pards
his
was
it
But
towns.
and
cities
leave
to
have been compelled
"I heard jest afore quittin' time that the~. 'd
himself.
to
ing
He
fellow!
wonderful
a
is
boy
This
never done by a boy.
ther old mine that was abandoned by 'em
in
rich
_it
stmck
makes
that
However,
tackled!
fo worse than any man I ever
was tellin' it ter my boss dov.'ll
no difference. What I can't do in the open I can do under some time ago. Jack Robedee
arrangement s ter
cover. Young Wild West will be my meat before many days. at ther smelter. He was even makin'
pay all of two thousand
I'll have to fix his pards, too, for I wouldn't live long after I bring in a lot of ore that would
we could git our fingers in that
killed him, if I didn't. I guess I can manage it all rig·ht. I dollars to ther ton. Now, if ter
give up bossin' a lot of lahaven't been getting acquainted with three or four of the pie I reckon I could afford
By jingo! Pete, I think it
worst men in Weston for nothing. Everybody here don't like borers what can't talk English. of
galoots could be ~ot
Young Wild West, as he'll fmd out, probably before he is could be done, providin' all threea galtl1em
in the swim with them
out of ther way. But there's
many hours older."
what's mighty dangerous, though. She's old Sam Murdock's
Vi'illett generally stayed up all night.
with a gun as any man
He was a gambler, und nights are the times when such as granddarter, an' she's as dangerous
what ever breathed. I reckon she'd have ter go, too, Ike."
he pursue their vocation.
''Leave the girl to me," was the quick reply. "I'll take care
He had only had two hours' sleep since the day before, so
her, either."
he now lay down and slept for the balance of the afternoon. of her, and I won't kill you'll
wish yer had done it, fur she's
"If yer don't kill her
It was near supper time at the hotel when he appeared
·
again, and he waited until it was ready and then went to the a regular wildcat."
"I'll like her all the be\ter for that. Leave that part of it
little dining room and sat down with the rest of the guests.
It was a habit of the man to go straight to the card room to me, Ike."
"All right."
after supper and wait for a chance to get into a poker game
But the manner in which Ike shrugged his shoulders and
with whatever "victims" he could pick up.
shook his head told'plainly that he did not think the gambler
But he changed his programme this evening.
going to make a very big success with that part of the
was
was
who
Slough,
Ike
named
fellow
villainous
a
He knew
•
game.
meet
to
wanted
he
and
smelter,
the
at
a boss over the laborers
"Where is this mine that they have struck it rich in, Ike?"
him and have a Little talk.
Ike Slough 1:ved.in a little shanty not far from the smelt- Willett asked, after a p2use.
"Do yeT want ter go an' take a look at it?"
ing plant, and it was toward this that Willett wended his
"Yes."
way, after lighting a cigar.
"Come on, then. It's only about five minutes' walk from
He reached the shanty just in time to see his man leaving
here."
it to come over to the Gazoo.
The two got up and went outside.
"Hello, Pete!" called out the boss of the gang of laborers,
Then Ilrn led the way through a patch of woods, and in a
familiarly. "What brings yer ove1· this way?"
Mine.
"I want to have a little talk with you, Ike," was the reply. few minutes they were at the Abandoned
There was no one to be seen there, but a glance told Ike
"A little talk with me, eh? All right. Come right inter
one there, for a door had
ther shanty. There ain't a soul there. I'm a bachelor, yer Slough that there had been some
been put up at the entrance to the mine.
know, an' I ain't got no boarders jest now."
"I reckon that tells ther tale," he said, pointing to the door.
The two promptly entered the shanty, and when he had
an' I took
taken a seat on a three-legged stool Willett tendered his host "That wasn't there yisterday, I went past here,
notice of it."
a cigar and then observed:
"Well, there may be some one lying around watching, so we
"Ike, I've been licked good and hard to-day."
had better not hang around here. It will be better to come
"How's that?" asked Ike, in sm·prise.
around here after midnight, I think."
"Young Wild West done it."
"All Tight; I guess you're right on that. We'll come around
"He did, ch? I heard ther young galoot was in to,vn.
here later on, an' if I find that there's any chance ter git
What was it about?"
s'posed ter be there, yer kin
"Oh! I said something that reflected on him, and then we hold of some of ther gold what's with
yer, an' help yer clean
in
go
I'll
that
life
sweet
yer
bet
Cheyenne
throw
could
I
that
remarked
I
words.
some
had
pardsl"
his
an'
West
Wild
Youngout
West,
Wild
Young
then
nnd
Gazoo,
Brown's
of
out
Charlie
tackled me. He threw me out, Ike, and he did it good and I "Good!"
They now walked a,vay from the spot, and were soon fol- 1,,n-d. I wasn't satisfied to have him do it once; I had to let
the road that led into the camp.
lowing
as
easy
a's
just
timn
second
the
it
did
He
him try it av;ain.
"I reckon we'll have a 1:ttle ch·aw pokel' to-niv:ht," said Ike,
the first, and th~n when I tried to pull my gun and let him
ter look out fur one
have a bullet, he got the drop on me so quick that it made my as they walked along-. "But we'll have
He's ther greatest card
head s,Yim. I've come over here to talk to you about the boy, of Young- Wild West's CMnamen.
'
sharp what ever monkeyed with a uoker deck."
Ike."
"Is that so?" asked Willett. "He is just the one I want to
Ike Slou11;h's brow wi:inkled.
who could
"I never d'.d like thei· young g·aloot," he said. "But I've stack up against, then. I never . et met the man
and I'll
'always stood fur what he's said an' done, jest 'cause it down me at cards. Just show me the Chinaman,
seemed ter suit ther w•ople here. Everybody likes Young show you how to fleece him." but I doubt it, from what little
"Yer might be able ter do it,
Wild West, Pete-there's no .e:ettin' over that."
I have heard about him.
"Not everybody, Ike. You just said you didn't like him, I've seen of ther heathen, and what
There ain't no one in Weston, as knows him, what will play
and I'm mighty sure that I don't.''
1
"Well, I mean everybody around here that amounts ter with him."
The _gambler laughed at this.
anything.''
"I'll take care of him," he said.
"Then you and I don't amount to anything, is that it?"
Willett laughed i;cornfully as he said this.
CHAPTER VIL
"Well, I don't s'.pose Young Wild West and his friends
thinks we d'.l," answered Slough, truthfully.
'fWO GREAT CARD SHARPS l\IEET.
"Ah! Of course they don't. Any one that don't think
Jack Robedee did not remain at the house long after he had
the same way they do do:i't amount to anything-in their
his remarkable story about the haystack.
told
estimation, of course."
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He went over to the old mine, got the measurement of the
opening and then got a couple of his men to build a door
for it.
He also saw to it that the dead bear and cubs were dug out
from under the rock and buried.
Jack was a hustle1·, even if he could tell wonderful stories.
He reported to Wild at six o'clock what he had done, and
our hero was pleased.
"I guess you know your business pretty well, Jack," he
said. "You are going to be boss of the Abandoned Mine, and
it will depend a great deal on you as to whether or not this
will be the biggest strike we ever made."
"Oh! there ain't no doubt but what it is, Wild," was the
reply. "I had a look at ther lode, an' I reckon I've seen
enough in that line ter know a thing or two. One thing about
it, no one ,kin carry ther gold away very handy afore it's
mined. Ther lode is there, an' it'll most likely stay there
till we take it out. I seen ther boss of ther smelter this
afternoon, an' he says he'll manage ter take care of ther ore
as fast as we git it out."
"Good! I guess we'll all stay here in Weston until we know
just how much our find is worth," Wild said. "I did think we
were going to have a sort of vacation, but this don"t look
like it."
"It'll be a vacation fur ther gals, anyhow," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"Yes, but outside of the fact that they are with old friends
imd acquaintances, 1'11 bet tht>y don't like it as well as when
t.hey are traveling a round from one place to another and
camping out."
"Well, they'll like it all right fur a few days, anyhow."
"Oh I there's no doubt about that."
"Where are yer goin' to-night, Wild?"
"Well, I don't know as there is any place to 12:0 to see
any life, unless we go over to Brown's. His is the only place
in town whe1·e there is apt to be anything Jroing on. Brown
must be coining money, for he has got a big- income off the
lease of the back room to the faro dealer. The miners are
bound to gamble, and Brown has things just right for them.
though he don't run the game."
"Poker is ther main game over there since Pete Willett
came to town, so Brown said this afternoon," Wart remarked.
"He manages to win about a hundred dollars every night, on
the average. The miners will take their chances, no matter
how much they know they are being swindled."
"Well, a poker player never likes to make it appear that
he can't play the game as well as the best man living, you
know."
"Me likee play lillee dlaw pokee to-night, Misler Wild," remarked Hop, who was standin"' around listening, as usual.
"Well, I don't care how much you play," was th e reply. "If
you do play I wish you would tackle the man called Pete
Willett. They say he is a regular wo nd er at th e game."
"Me likee play um legular wo nd ers, so be, Misler Wild."
"I know you do, Hop. But you just let tanglefoot alone
to-nig·ht. You have had more than your share of the stuff
to-day. I don't want you hanging around Weston under the
influence of liquor all the time we are here. It d on't look
ri1~; no dlinkee some -more to-night, Misler Wild," declared
the Chinaman, earnestly.
"All ria-ht. See that you keep your word. And don't go
"
to winning money from some innocent miner."
"Um no innocent miners in Weston, so be, Misler Wild,"
answered the Celestial, with a grin. "Um all likee cheatee, so
be, when um play lillee pokee."
Wild knew this was nearly correct.
Whan the miners went into a gambling game they were
always afraid that they were going to be cheated; so they
cheated themselves, just to offset it.
But it made bad work if any one got caught cheating,
especially where there was much money at stake.
Hop, of courne, knew all about this.
But he was too much of a sleight-of-hand performer to
t caught ·
geThere
was never any danger of his getting into trouble
that way.
His opponents in the game might feel pretty sure that he
cheated, but they could not tell how.
.
Hop went over to the Gazoo right after he had his supper.
Wild and his partners, accompanied by Jack Robedee, went
a little later.
When they got there they found the place pretty well filled
up with the usual crowd of patrons.
00

Brown and hjs assistant were doing a great business at
the bar; the faro man had eight or ten in his part of the
shanty, and the card room had three or four tables going,
while a number stood around watching what was going on.
. Among the latter was Hop.
Our friends were not long in noticing Pete Willett.
He sat at one of the tables and was playing poker with
three men.
·
Wild knew all three of them by sight, and when he found
that one of them was Ike Slough, he made up his mind that
Willett was a friend of his.
Slough was not much of a man, as far as Wild knew, and
he had heard it said that he was opposed to the way thing·s
were being run in Weston.
A close observer would have put Slough down for a villain, anyhow, though one must not always judge by appearances.
Wild saw that both Willet and Slough were casting occasional glances at Hop, and he soon became satisfied that they
wanted to get him into the game.
Hop noticed it, too, l;>ut he stood there just as though he
did not notice anything in particular.
He was playing the part of a very meek "Heathen Ch:nee"
to perfection.
1t was only a small game that the four men were playing,
as the two who had been induced to play with Willett and
Slough had declared they would not play a "no limit" game.
Wild cast a glance at Hop, and the Chinaman understood.
He walked over to the table where the game was in
progress and looked on.
"Me likee play lillee bit, so be," he observed, after a minute 01· so.
"You want ter play, eh, Hop?" asked Ike Slough, just as
though he was very friendly with the Chinaman.
"Yes, me likee lillee gamee dlaw pokee sometimes, so be."
"Well, I reckon nobody's got anv objections toyer playing."
"I ain't, I'm sure," spoke up Willett.
The other two men promptly got up.
"I ain't goin' ter play any more," said one. "I was jest
goin' ter quit, anyhow."
"Same here," said the other, shaking his head. "There ain't
no use in sich galoots as us playin' with regular card sharps."
They knew what sort of a gambler Hop was, as well as
th ey knew Pete Willett.
Wild managed to catch the eye of one of the men, and he
nodded for him to quit, and also explain to the other.
The man felt pleased to be recognized by the young deadshot, and, ignoring the pressing- invitation to continue the
game, he walked out, followed by the other.
Wild went out in the barroom also.
He found the two men talking in whispers.
He promptly stepped up to them and said:
"You fellows don't want to lose your money, I guess. That
man Willett is a rascal, and he will cheat you out of all
you 11 ave, if you keep on playing with him. Just let him
have a chance wi th our Chinaman. If he can beat him he is
a good one."
"I understood what was up ther minute ther heathen come
over ter ther table," replied the miner Wild had exchanged
glances with. "It's all right, Young Wild West. Willett let
us win a few dollars, jest ter lead us along. We're ahead of
ther game, an' we're goin' ter keep that way, as fur as he's
concerned."
"That's right," the other declared. "Willett has got Ike
Slough in as a partner. They're workin' it together. If Hop
Wah don't look out they'll beat him sure."
"Oh! don't think that way. Hop will come out ahead. Just
watch him and see."
"Well, I hope he does. Willett has been winnin' money
every night he's been here. He's a very cute one, he is.
Nobody has been able ter catch him <loin' anything with ther
cards, either. But all hands is skittish of him now. Once in
a while some galoots gits a little too much tanglefoot aboard,
an' then lie gits it in his head that he kin hold his own with
w·11
. ' , th ough ."
i ett · H e ' s sorry f ur i·t th er next mor_mn
Our_ hero treated the two ~en to cigars and then they
went mto the card room agam.
The three-handed game was already in progress.
Hop sat directly opposite to Willett, having taken a chair
vacated by one of the miners.
On his left was Ike Slough, close to the right of Willett.
The two villains had it so arranged that they would be
able to exchange cards if it became necessary. But thev
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Though he did it quite slick, Young Wild West noticed it.
Hop did, too, but he said nothing.
He was going to show that there were four aces in the
pack, if it came to the point, and it was most certain that it
would.
The betting started, and the first raise was a hundred dollars.
Then Willett lifted it a hundred more, and, with a smile
that was "childlike and bland," Hop put down the amount required, and raised it five hundred.
The Chinaman was perfectly at his ease, for he knew that
he was safe from being shot by the gamblern, since Young
CHAPTER VIII.
\Vikl West and his partners were right there.
It was a case of diamond cut diamond, and it only reHOW THE POKER GAME ENDED.
mained to see which was the highest hand, four aces or four
k:ngs and an ace.
Ike Slough went right along with the betting, for he did
A big oil lamp hung directly over the table at which sat
not know that the Chinaman had stolen the two aces from
Hop, Pete Willett and Ike Slough.
This made it possible for our friends to see everythin_g the pack.
He had been dealt two aces and had drawn two more.
that took place, save the sleight-of-hand work that might
That was all he wanted.
be accomplished by Hop and Pete Willett.
Pete Willett just showed the least sign of uneasiness as he
The card sharp smiled and looked pleased when Hop met
met the raise and put it up for a hundred more.
the raise.
He did not expect to take in the pot, anyhow; it was Slough
"I reckon I'll have ter come in on that," said Ike Slough,
and he counted out the money and put it in the center of the whom he figured on to do that.
Hop had plenty of money.
table along with the rest.
He was not the sort to call, when he knew he had the best
Then he looked at Willett and asked him how many cards
hand out that belonged to the pack they had started to play
he wanted.
with.
"Four," was the reply.
He raised it anothe1· five hundred, and then looked at the
"Me takee allee samee four, too, so be," spoke up Hop,
ceiling and smiled.
quickly.
The two villains playing against him looked at each other.
The cards were dealt out in the regular way.
They did not know just what to do.
Willett was not trying to get in his work this time. He
But there was a big pile of money on the table now, and
was waiting for his turn to deal.
But Slough had managed to manipulate the cards just they did not want to lose it.
Whatever the glance meant that Willett bestowed upon his
enough to give himself three aces.
He held the best hand out, and when he lifted the bet to partner, the villain drew a revolver and laid it on the table,
a hundred, after it went around once. Hop shook his head the muzzle pointing straight at Hop's breast.
"I call ver!" he exclaimed.
and threw down his hand.
"What have vou got?" Willett asked, as he put the reHe was willing to lose a few dollars, but he did not pro·
quired amount down.
pose to go it too strong for nothing.
"Me gottee four lillee kings!" was the reply.
Slough made another bet, and Willett called him, losing the
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Slough. "I've got four aces."
was now the card sharp's deal.
"You no havee four aces; me allee samee gottee one ace,"
He picked up the cards and straightened them out very
and the clever Chinaman laid down his five cards, so everyquickly.
Hop was watching him keenly, though he did not seem to body might see th em.
"I've got 'em, jest ther same, an' I got 'em fair an' square!"
be.
He saw him putting a card at the bottom of the pack every c1·ied Slough, reaching for the money, and placing "his hand
on the butt of the revolver at the same time.
Then there was a short silence, during whirh the Cbinam:in
now an d t h en, and h e knew that the villain was getting ready
·
to make a scoop.
blan tlly.
smiled
then
right-and
just
confede1·ate,
his
by
cut
were
The cards
"We allee samee countee um ca1·<ls, so be," he said.
he dealt them around, one at a time, in accordance with the
"Give them here," spoke up Willett; ''l'll count them µreltv
rules of the game.
Hop found himself the possessoi· of a pair of kings, which quick. But what's the use of it?,11 Ike Slough has the winning hand. Take the money, Ike.
was a very good starter.
"You kin bet I will!" was the reply. ''1'11 have it if l have
As he had cleverly taken two kings and two aces from
the deck, after laying down his band, he was well supplied ter shoot ther Chinee ter git it!"
"Gentlemen, if you have no objections 1'11 count the l'l:lrds
in the way of getting a winning hand.
Willett looked at him keenly as he sat looking at his hand, and see if there is anything wrong- about the deck."
It was Young Wild West who spoke, and his tone of vui.:<'
and Hop knew very well that the man was aware of the fact
showed that he was as cool as an iceberg.
that there were some cards missing from the deck.
"You-you haven't anything to say about this game," stamBut that made no difference to him.
• !t reallv made no difference to the gambler, either, since mered Willett, turning sl:ghtly pale.
"That is just why I want to count the cards iu the pack.
he had extra aces of the same backs as the regular pack.
An outsider should do it, you know."
But it put him on his guard.
The boy coolly held out his hand for the card:,;, and th<"Y
Ike Slough had a pair of aces.
were pushed over to him.
The dealer himself got a pair.
Meanwhile Ike Slough made a move to µut the mone\' in
"How many cards do you want?" he asked Hop.
his pocket.
"Me takee alee samee th.lee," was the reply.
"Just let that be," said our hero, coolly. "I am not sure
They were dealt to him, and while he was arranging them
in his hand Hop slippd the kings he needed to make up the that it belongs to you yet."
"I don't want ter have no trouble with yer, Young Wild
four from his sleeve, bringing one of the aces along with
Vlest, "fur I know you're a dead shot, an' that yer would
them.
The three cards he had drawn took their places in that shoot a man quickern' a wink; but I won ther pot fall- an'
pack he had in the wide sleeve, and then he was ready for . squa1·e, an' I'm going' ter have it!"
"Keep your bands away from that money!"
business.
"I won't! It's mine!"
Four kings and an ace cannot be beaten in a game of draw
"It is not yours, if you want to know. I saw that slick
poker.
But Willett was going to make the hand be beaten, for galoot give you two cards that he slipped from under his
he knew that Hop had appropriated two of the aces belonging coat. Now are you going- to let the money be where it is?"
"No, I ain't! I'll h:c>.ve it, anyhow, if I die fur it!"
to the deck.
As the villain spoke he ma~le a move to point the revolver
When Ike Slough called for three cards on the draw he
at our hero.
gave him two aces of his own.

were up against a card sharp who was as clever as could be.
Slough was dealing the cards as Wild took his place
against the wall, from where he could see all that took p1ace.
Charlie, Jim and Robedee were scattered around, so they
could do the same.
"I'll make it cost you fifty dollars to draw cards, Mr.
Heathen," said Willett, as he met Hop's rather small ante
and raised it to the amount he mentioned.
"Allee light," was the mild retort; "me likee nicee stiffee
gamee, so be."

poit
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But a quick blow from Wild sent it flying from his grasp.
"Sit right there till I get through," he said, sternly.
Ike Slough gave in.
By this time every one in the room was looking that way.
"What ther matter, Wild?" asked one of the men.
"Oh! there was a little crooked wo1·k done in the last deal,
and I have offered to decide as to who wins the pot," was the
calm retort.
Then the dashing young deadshot carefully counted the
cards, and when he was through he showed that there were
fifty-four of them.
_
Hop had cleverly got back those he had stolen from the
deck, so there were six aces there.
·
There was nearly four thousand dolla1·s in the pile on the
table, and, knowing that Hop had cheated, as well as Willett, Wild decided that they should each take back what they
had put in.
When he gave this decision Willett nodded in a satisfied
way, but Hop and Slough did not seem to be pleased over it.
.. Hop, you get back to the house, and if I hear of you playing with these two galoots again I'll shoot off, a few inches
of your pigtail! Light out, now!"
As our hero gave this command Hop melted away in short
order.
He took his share of the money, of course, as did the other
two.
"I'll remember this, Young Wild West," remarked Ike
Slough, as he slunk out into the barroom. "Yer may think
you've done a smart thing, but yer ain't."
"Don't make any threats," was the ·quick reply. "I don't
like to be threatened. I shall keep an eye on you while I
remain in Weston, and if I see anything crooked out of you
I'll make you leave the town. ' Do you hear what I say?"
"I reckon I'm as straight as any one here, so yer kin watch
me all yer want ter," said Ike, who seemed to be l'ather bold,
considering that he knew the boy so well.
Wild explained the whole.._ thing ~efore he_ went out, and
thel'e was 1;1-ot a m~ pre~en" who did not thmk that he had
done anythmg but Just nght.

CHAPTER IX.
THE LUCK OF TWO VILLAINS.

Pete Willett did not play any more poker that night.
He left the Gazoo as soon as he got his money back and
followed Ike Slough to his shanty.
Both villains were in anything but an easy frame of mind.
as can be imag·ined.
"It seems that Young Wild West just come to Weston to
make trouble for me," said Willett, bitterly, as they walked
along. "I was getting along nicely until he showed up this
afternoon."
"That's right, Pete1" answered Ike. "He's bound ter make
trouble, no matter wnere
he goes, so they say. But I s'pose
if yer hadn't bucked ag'in him when yer first seen him it
would have been all rhtht."
"I'll admit that I made a mistake in doing it. But I got
tired listening to the praise the foolish galoots were giving
him; I just couldn't help it, in fact."
"Well, it can't be helped now. There's only one thing fur
us ter do, an' that is ter git square as quick as we kin. Yer
kin count on me ter go my whole length fur yer, Pete."
"Good! We'll go over to the Abandoned Mine pretty soon.
I guess there is no one there guarding it. If Youn_g- Wild
West has made a big strike there we'll know something 'bou_t
it before to-morrow mo111ing."
The two remained at Slough's shanty for about an hour.
Ike had some whisky there, and Willett drank more than
he was in the habit of doing, for he always kept sober in
order to pursue h is vocation.
It was about nine o'clock when they set out to pay a visit
to the old mine.
Ike carried a lantern, so they could light it if they managed
to get in, and then they could have a chance to look around.
When they got to the door they were very cautious in their
movements, for they knew ff they were caught there they
would be branded as the thieves, and then it would go hard
with them.
But all was still in the vicinity and, becoming convinced
that there was no one there, they tried to open the door that
Jack Robedee had caused to be placed there.

It was locked, but it would not be a hard matter to unscrew the hinges, so they went at it and soon accomplished
their purpose.
Then, after listening for a few minutes and hearit•- nothing but the soughing of the pine overhead, they opened
the door far enough to admit them and crept inside.
It was as dark as pitch in the mine, of course, but the Iantern soon showed them the way, and they began looking
around.
In less than ten minutes they found the spot where the big
rock had rolled out of place, and then it was not more than
a minute more before they discovered the lode.
Ike was an expert at mining, and he knew it was one of
the biggest strikes ever made in Weston, if not the bigir.est.
"Whew!" he exclaimed. "I reckon that's somethin'. Who
would have thought that there was as much gold as all that
lyin' here all this time? Pete, there's a fortune r ight here.''
"Well, just tell me how it is going to do us any g-ood and
I'll get more interested," was the cool reply .
The card sharp did not go into ecstasies, but took it very
easy, while his companion showed signs of great excitement.
"Can't we take out what we want?" Ike answe1·ed. "After
we get Young Wild West an' his pards out of the-r way, I
mean. Why, I reckon that'll be putty easy, Pete."
"Well, the first thing to do, then, is to get them out of the
way.''
"Yes, that's it."
.
"All right. Then the next thing is foi- me to get hold of
the girl I want."
"Well, that will be easy enough after ther others is done

I

fur."

'

"Yes, I know that. Now if we could only find a way to get
in and out of this mine without any one knowin"' about it,
we would be all right. Can such a thing be done,"Ike ?"
"I don't know," said Ike, shaking his head doubtingly.
"We'll take a look around an' see.''
. He happened to glance upwa1·d just then, and when he no- ,
ticed that the:re was• a high opening above the ledge of gold
that ran through the bank he became interested right away.
"Just let me see that lantern a minute, Pete," he said.
"All right," was the reply, and then Willett handed it to
him.
Ike held it up and then gave a nod of satisfaction.
"This is a regular cave here," he observed. "It sorter
strikes me that there ain't much thickness between ther roof
an' ther g-round at ther top of ther bank. If we only could
tell jest where this place was when we was up there it would
be putty easy ter find a way ter git down here, I reckon.''
"Well, I guess we will be able to do that, all right. I noticed a long iron rod lying on the ground as we came in.
Suppose we get it and try to stick it through up there?"
"Jest ther thing, providin' we don't strike no rock!'
Willett lost no time in getting the iron rorl he spoke of.
It was rusty, but strong enough to answer the purpose he
desil'ed to put it to.
The rod was about twenty feet in length, and as the vein
of rich ore was on a sort of ledge, nearly ten feet above the
level of the depth of the mine, it was not such a in-eat distance to the top o:E the cliff, if it really would go through.
The two men placed the lantern on the rock and went at
work.
After a few attempts the rod went all the way throuirh.
They were more than delighted.
,~, ..,_.
"You stay here till I go out an' git up there, Pete," said
Ike. "I know jest where ter go."
"All right," was the reply. "Hurry up. We don't want to
get caught foolini;1; around here, vou know.''
"Oh! we won't git catched. There won't be none of ther
galoots around here afore seven o'clock to-morrer mornin'.''
Ike left the mine as quickly as possible.
He got his bearings once he was outside, and then started
off to the right to ascend to the top of the cliff.
As we have stated, the mi.ne had been dug back into a
sloping bank.
The ground above was thickly covered with a growth of
cedars and bushes.
It was quite easy to get up there, and as the moon was just
rising, Ike was able to see his way quite plainly.
He had left the lantern with Willett, as he felt that he
dared not use it outside, anyhow.
The villain had taken note of the fact that the gold lode
lay just a little distance to the right of the line of the entrance.
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hole
Just how far back from the edge of the cliif it was, he did the shanty of Slough and get something to cover the
it.
made
they
after
know.
not
They did this, and, as the distance was only 11hort, they
But all he had to do was to search around until he found
were not long at it.
the iron rod, and then he would be all :right.
They brought a square door that belonged to the shanty
But it took him a good ten minutes to find the rod.
dayIf he had not stumbled into a shallow cave he would not and a blanket also, so there would be no chance of the
light shining through into the mine.
have discovered .it then.
"Now, then," observed Willett, as he took the shovel they
The cliff continued on up, after leaving a ledge there,
had brought along, "it may be that we haven't such plain
though it could really be called nothing more than a hill.
Rocks were plentiful around there, and it was behind one sailing as we figured on. The rocks might come together
under the dirt here."
of them that the shallow cave lay,
"Go on an' see," urged Ike.
In passing around this rock in his search Ike had 11tumPeter began digging, throwing the dirt back into the little
bled and fallen into the cave, and in getting upon his feet
cave.
his hand had come in contact with the rod.
He did not want much of it to fall down into the mine, for
"Jumpin' cats!" he exclaimed. "Ain't this great? Here we
ate right in a cave above Young Wild West's mine! My! fear Young Wild West might notice it and become suspicious
I guess it will be all right now. We kin work every night, of something wrong.
He ~·ot probably a barrel.al.oad of dirt out, and then there
if we kin only rig thing-s so we kin cover up ther hole we've
completed!
got ter make. I'll go an' git Pete an' let him think it out. was a sud<len cave-in and the opening was
Once more the two villains gripped hands.
He's a good one fur that kind of business."
Then they lowered the lantern down with a rope and saw
He gave the rod a good shake and then began hauling it up
below
through the hole it had punched through the ground that lay Young Wild West's lode of gold, less than twelve feet
them.
between the mine and the bottom of the upper cave.
"If this ain't what I call luck I'll eat my hat!" exclaimed
The villain had to get the end running outside before he
Slough, dancing around the opening, like a pleased child.
Ike
trouble
little
was
there
that
found
soon
he
but
up,
could get it
"Yes; but don't dance too hard. The whole business might
about this.
go down with us," Pete admonished.
The rod once out, he set out for the mine again.
"Oh, there ain't no danger of that! Pete, we're right in it!
But when he got to the door he found Willett just coming
Not only kin we rob Young Wild West of his gold, but we kin
out.
blow him an' his pards ter pieces by jest droppin' a can of
The villainous card sharp was now elated.
here. This is ther greatest
He thought he saw a way to get hold of some of the gold nitro-glycerin e through the1· hole We've
got things jest as we
luck any two galoots ever had!
Young Wild West had discovered.
want 'em now, my boy!"
"You found it, eh?" he whispered, eagerly.
"That's just as sure as two and two are four, Ike. Young
"I rnckon I did," was the reply. "An' it come through at
rope. Oh! but -rejest ther right kind of a place. Couldn't be better if a place Wild West is pretty near the end of his
venge is sweet!"
was made tei· orde1·, Pete."
"Good! NoY, we'll fasten this door like it was when he
came here, and then I'll go up there with you."
The door ,vas put in place and the hinges screwed on again.
CHAPTERX .
It had been easy enoug-h to remove them, because the wood
they were scrwed in was rather rotten.
HOW THE GIRLS AND HOP HAD THEIR FORTUNES TOLD.
And it was just as easy, if not easier, to put them back.
The next morning Young Wild West started in to get th&
The lantern was extinguished and then the two men made
Abandoned l\1ine in operation.
their way to the place above.
The girls wanted to go over again, so when they had eaten
"I reckon we kin have a light in here," observed Ike. "No
one couldn't see it, unless he was over on that little 1"idge. breakfast they all went.
Old Man Murdock, who had been told about the big strike
It sartinly couldn't be seen from below."
find, so he
"I gu~s you're right, Ike. We'll risk light,ng it. I want they had made, was anxious to have a look at the
accompanied them.
to find out all about this before I go to sleep to-night."
Jack Robcdce opened the doer and escorted them inside
The lantern was lighted, and then they could see that the
the mine.
shallow cave only extended about ten feet back.
He did not notice that the door had been tampered with,
Th~ roof of it was mostly held in place by the roots of a
for the hinges had been put back cleverly, even though the
big pine near by, but it was a snug little place, anyhow.
before.
An examination shov,ed that the iron rod had come up be- two villains had worked in the dark the night
Arietta took along her rifle, declaring- that another bear
tween a wide split that formed the floor of the cave, which
might show up arnund the mine, and if it did she wanted to
was filled with earth and rotten leaves.
"It is a mighty good thing rou didn't get right on this be the one to shoot it.
After they had a look inside, and found everything about
spot, Ike," said Willett, shakng his head, as he looked and
seen it, the girls came out.
felt arotmd. "I am pretty sure that a fellow wouldn't have the same as when they had last came
up, bringing the necesJust then a eoul?le of teams
to try very hard to fall through."
of getting out the ore.
"It's a wonder I didn't tu1nble through, then," was the re- sary tools to be used in the work of
it over to the smelter as
Wild was anxious to get some
ply. "It is dark as pitch in here without a light, yer know. I
soon as possible, so he could place a fair estimate on what the
__,.was lucky, wasn·t I?"
"Yes. You would certainly have given me a scare if you strike was wo1-th.
"I guess ,rn will take a little walk around, Wild," said Arlhad come down all of a sudden."
etta. "I want to shoot some game, if I can. There ought to
"An' I might have broke my neck, too."
to be, as I
"That's right. And if that had happened I would never be plenty over on the ridge yonder. There used
have been able to get square with Young Wild West, for know very well."
"\Veil, I wouldn't advise yer ter go so very fur away, gals,"
without your help I would not try it."
up Jack Robedee. "There's an In.iun camp ther other
spoke
Now
yet.
right
all
We're
"Well, it didn't happen, did it?
losin' pigs an' chickens
we'll .iest find somethin' ter cover a hole, an' then we'il make s:de of ther ridge, an' folks has been
red galoots
one right away. There's nothin' Lke gittin' things ready fur mighty fast of late. If they take a not:on, ther
might steal you, too."
business, Pete."
pigs and chickens,
"That's right," nodded Pete. "There will be just room· "I hope you don't compare us ·withlaugh.
enough for one of us to be lowered down between the two Jack," Arietta retorted, with a silvery
"Oh, no!" was the quick reply. "But you're strangers ter
parts of rock, after a hole is made. I don't know but what a
no tellin' what they mi.e:ht do."
rope ladder could be made, so we could both go down and up, ther redskins, an' there's worth
looking at?"
"Is the Indian camp
,
as we pleased."
"Oh! some folks think it is, I recko'l . . They've got an
"That's jest what kin be done, Pete. Put your right hand
old squaw over there what's over ninety, they say. ~he tells
there, fur thinkin' of sich a thinQ:."
an· sells beadwork. She was around town y1sterday
fortunes
grip.
hearty
a
with
shook
villatns
two
The
an' there's jest fools enough among ther wimmen
mornin',
j
way.
their
going
·were
things
that
seemed
It reallv
encourage sich business. There was Ma1·tha! She
ter
folks
to
go
to
decided
they
minutes
few
a
over
it
After talking
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went an' paid a dollar ter have her fortune told, an' what did
it amount ter?"
''What was her fortune, Jack?" Anna asked, becoming interested.
"Oh, well, ther squaw told her that ther next time she
married she was goin' ter git a rich galoot fur a husband.
That was one of the things she told her."
"Well, maybe she will. You can't tell," observed Eloise,
teasingly.
"I reckon she'd better wait till I die first, though," Jack
answered, testily.
"What else did she tell Martha?" queried Airetta.
"Oh! she told her that her present husband, which is me,
was in love with another woman, an' that he was goin' 'ter
git shot if he didn't be mighty careful."
"Is that so? How did Martha like that?"
"Not much," and Robedee shook his head rather sadly.
"I wished the blamed old squaw hadn't told her no sich
nonsense. She's been mad at me ever since. As if I wanted
another woman! Why, she's more than enough fur me now,
as fur as talkin' goes. Without jokin', I think Martha has
got more jaw than any ten wimmen ought ter have. She
never lets up, an' ther biggest part of ther time she's mad
about somethin'. She says that she believes what ther old
squaw told her, an' she's jest waitin' fur me ter git shot fur
runnin' after some other woman, so she can marry ther rich
galoot. I told her that even if I did git shot, I'd bet a hundred that she wouldn't catch no rich galoot, nor a poor one,
either. There ain't no man as would be fool enough ter
marry Martha, not if he only knowed what she was."
It, was evident that Jack had been having a lively time of
it with his wife, and that he was looking for sympathy.
"Oh! I guess you think that Martha is the best woman
living, Jack," Arietta said, putting on a sober look. "You've
had a little spat, and that makes you talk that way. When
we go back I'll have a little talk with her, and I'll tell her
that she should not believe what the squaw told her."
"Will yer?" asked Jack, eagerly. "If you'll do that, Arietta, I know things will be all right when I go home ter
dinner. You know very well that I would not try ter git
any other . woman, don't yer?"
"Well, I never thought you was anything but a good husbaird, Jack."
"I'm ther same as I always was. I've always done my best
ter please Martha, an' since ther baby has come I've walked
ther floor nights, a-feedin' ther little galoot catnip tea an'
paregoric, jest so she could lay abed an' snore like a steam
engine that was ready ter bust her b'iler. I've done all that
jest ter please Martha, an' now she goes arr gits her fortune
told, an' ther dickens is ter pay. I wouldn't advise you gals
to go to ther In.iun camp on that account. If yer was ter go
there you'd be fools enough ter git ye'.l! rfortunes told, an'
then there'd be ther dickens ter pay with Wild, Charlie an'
Jim. Ther old squaw would make yer believe that Wild an'
Jim had sweethearts somewheres else, an' that Charlie was
try:in' ter git another wife."
The girls laughed merrily at this.
"Then you don't really think that the Indians would harm
us, other than to lie to us in telling our fortunes, eh, Jack?"
asked Anna.
"Oh, I don't think they'd harm yer any. They're what yer
call good Injuns; they ain't Jookin' fur fight. All's they
hang around her e fur js ter steal what they kin an' swindle
ther wimmen folks out of some of ther money their husbands
gives 'em. But you take my advice an' keep away from there.
I'll bet-hello! by jingo! Ii' there ain't that squaw an' some
of ther gang comin' now!"
The girls turned and looked toward the ridge, and, sure
enough, they saw four Indians coming.
One of them was an ugly old squaw, one was a maiden
and the other two were old men.
"Ther red galoots has made an early start on their swindlin' trip, I reckon," went on Jack, shaking his head in disgust.
You gals jest let 'em alone, do yer hea1·?"
But the girls heard just enough from Jack to make them
feel as though they would like to have their fo11;unes told.
"All right, Jack, we'll let them alone," said Arietta, with
a laugh, and then she deliberately started to meet them, followed by Anna and Eloise.
The redskins, who belonged to a band of Sioux, no sooner
set eyes on the girls when they got ready for business.
The young squaw carried a basket filled with the articles
that Indians are noted for making, and the old one had a bag

containing something rather heavy thrown over her shoulder.
The two braves carried nothing more than their blankets.
which we1·e loosely thrown about them, owing to the warm
weather.
But they were only coming with the squaws to carry what
money they picked up back with them, and to ge~ hold of a
little "firewater," if they possibly could.
"How?" said one of the redskins, as they paused before
the girls, who had halted about fifty yards from the entrance
to the old mine.
"How?" answered Arietta, acting as spokesman.
"Paleface maiden want to buy?" queried the young squaw,
getting right down to business and exposing her wares.
The girls always carried a little money with them, and
as there were a few things for sale that would not come
amiss, they looked them over and each made a purchase.
Then the old squaw fastened he;:- beadlike eyes on them
and said, gutturally:
"Paleface maidens like to know the future ? Anakasawon
tell true."
"How much ? " asked Arietta.
"Dollar," was the reply.
"All right; go ahead."
The squaw dropped the bag she carried instantly.
Then she dumped from it a quantity of gnarled roots,
stones and pieces of bones.
It was just then that a s-pectator appeared on the scene.
It was no less a personage than Hop Wah, the clever
Chlnaman.
He had taken a walk over to the mine to find out what
was going on, and had arrived just in time to see the Indians talking to the girls.
Hop knew all about Indians.
He had mingled with hostile ones, as well as those who
were ,at peace with the whites.
"Velly nicee morning," he observed, bowing to all hands,
including the redskins.
"Ugh!" grunted one of the braves, evidently not liking the
presence of the Celestial.
"Ugh!" mimicked Hop, who was not the least bit afraid of
him. "Whattee mattee? Um velly nicee ledskin no havE!
him bleakfast, so be? Me no wantee bothee um; me likee
Jookee, lat allee."
"We are g-oing to have our fortunes told, Hop," said
Arietta. "After we get through you can have yours told."
"Allee light, so be," was the reply. "Me pay dollee to have
um fortune told."
That put a different aspect on the situation right away.
The Indian who had showed his dislike for the Chinaman
allowed a smile to creep over his copper-hued visage, and
he promptly said "How?" and put out his hand.
Hop shook with them both, and then watched the squaw as
she made her p1·eparations for the fortdne-telling.
The old hag got the stuff she ha ddumped from the bag
in a heap on the ground and then she crouched over it and
·
began to chant in a low, harsh voice.
Suddenly she looked up and fixed her eyes on Anna.
"The dollar," she said.
Anna produced the money ·and placed it in her hand.
Clutching it tightly, the old hag reached with her other
hand and took that of Anna.
Then she kicked the pile of rubbish she had heaped on the
.
ground and began:
"Paleface maiden heap much get married; she have four
husbands, plenty of papooses and hea-p much money."
Of course, the girls could not hel-p laughlng.
That was the feminine way.
"Paleface maiden will die when she is eighty," went on the
squaw, in a voice that was more of a disagreeable monotone than anythlng else. "She will have many gray hairs
and die happy."
Then she proceeded with a lot of nonsensical talk about
fine dresses, horses, blankets and so on.
It certainly was a great fortune that was in store for Anna
and she took it very good-naturedly.
The squaw told AriP.tta and Eloise much the same, only
varying a little bit now and then, which showed that she
had not been in the business long enough to think of different things to say that would be of interest to the females
generally.
Hop now stepped forward to have hls fortune told.
He handed the squaw a lead dollar, but she failed to note
the difference, and clutched it in a greedy way.
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She gave the heap of rubbish a good, hearty kick this
time, which made it appear that it was going to be a little
harder to tell the Chinaman's fortune.
After looking at his hand for a moment she said:
"'Yellow man like firewater heap much."
"Lat allee light," answe1·ed Hop. "He likee allee samee
muchee, so be."
"Yellow man got five, six squaws," resuJned the fortune
teller, not noticing- the interruption, "and he like them all.
He come across heap much water, and he no go back."
"Lat allee light!" again declared Hop.
"He be very rich man in one, two moons," said the squaw,
just as though she was reading it from the palm of his
hand.
"Yellow man must pay another dollar, so me see," she
said, suddenly.
"Allee light," answered Hop, and then he slipped another
lead dollar in her hand.
"Ah! he be very much rich; he have many horses and
blankets; he go to big -:ity and buy plenty firewater. He--"
Just then what seemed to be a live snake about a foot in
length dropped from Hop's sleeve and hit the squaw on the
arm.
She uttered a hoarse shriek and fell back over the pile of
roots and stones.
Then the snake made a leap upward and disapneared.
It was the trick snake that the clever Chinaman most always carried, and the rubber string he had attached to it
simnly drew it up his sleeve when he got readv to do it.
"He allee samee fortune teller, too, so be!" Hop cried, as
he began dancing about.
Out came the snake again, and then the four Indians fled
from the spot.
CHAPTER XL
WHAT HAPPENED TO ARIETTA,

The girls went back to the mine, followed bv Hop, and
while they ,;-ere telLng Wild and his partners about what
happened the Indians came back and gatliered up the old
squaw's fortune-telling appurtenances.
"That heathen galoot is bound ter bust up anything,"
Cheyenne Charlie declared, as he looked at the Chinaman
and g·rinned. "That rubber smike is a great thing, an' no
mistake."
"So, yer got yer foThmes told, after all, did yer?" Jack
Robedce asked, looking at the g;rls and shaking his head,
sadly.
"Yes, Jacl~," ar;swered A~·ietta. ".B~,t you ought to know
th~t we don t believe a ~?id she s~1d. . ,,
11a ch<l.
.
"Well, maybe you don t, but Ma1t_
Well. a~ soon as I_ sho~~ a \:ttle game I am gomg back,
.,
ancl ~hen ~ 11 set _Martha nght.
. 1lns .!at1sfied 1mn, and he went on w1tn the work he was
.
.
.
.
m ~har,.,e of. .
'Ihe four lnd~ans -went ~~ mt_o the t?wn, evidently ~at1swas
tnac
snake
a
hctve
io
m,m,
fled that Hop w'"'s a wo1:de1f:.il
_
.
ta~1e _en?,ugl~ to o_bey h~rn.
W1ld, said Anetta, T guess we will take a walk over the
other side of the ridge now. There may be something to
·
_ shoot there."
"\Vell, if the redskins' camp i:-; anywhere near the chances
are that vou won't find very much to shoot Et" ,vas the
reply. "They have most likely scared e,erything 'there is to
cover."
''I might strike so 111 cthing, though."
"All right. But don't get too far away. You ·never can
tell just when you are getting- into danger, you know."
"We don't intend to get out o-f sight of you, if you keep
watching us,_so I guess vre won't get into any danger."
Anna and Elo:se had not brought any guns with them,
though they were armed with a revolver and hunting knife
'
as they ahvays were.
"If I had thought you really meant to go look for game
when we started I would have brought my shotgun," said
Anna, as they set out.
"So would I," spoke up Eloise. "You merely said that you
might find something to shoot at on the way over to the
mine."
""\Yell, it won't take long- to get your guns," A~·ietta answered. "Suppose we go back and get them, and then make
a circle around the woods and fetch up here?"
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"That wouldn't be keeping in sight of those at the mine
all the time," Eloise said.
"Well, we would be coming toward it, anyhow. Come on!
We will make a straight cut for the house, and then you
can get your guns. We are going to shoot something in the
line of game that is in season."
What Arietta said always went with Anna and Eloise.
She was a leader among her own sex, the same as her
dashing young lover was among his.
The three girls were not long in getting back to the Murdock house.
Anna and Eloise got their shotguns and ammunition, and
they were ready to do some shooting.
Sage hens and woodcocks were about all the game that was
in season, save bear, but those birds would make a very nice
dish, for a change, if served properly.
The girls, as well as Wing, the cook, knew how to cook
them.
They took a course that would bring them around to the
Abandoned Mine, after giv:ng them a good walk through the
scraggy woods and the undergrowth that abounded in it.
Of course, the miners often went out to shoot game, but
few of them ever bothered with anything in the line of birds.
They had no shotguns, anyhow, and very few of them could
hit a woodcock with a rifle.
But Ar~etta prided herself on being able to hit anything
that got up before her.
She had been brought up to shoot, and what she lacked
had been taught her by Wild.
The girl knew about where to find the kind of birds they
sought.
In a few minutes they stn1ck a low thicket, and then all
heard the chirp of a prairie chicken.
"Get ready, girls," said Arietta. "I will depend on you
two to bring down the most of the game. I can't shoot
more than one at a time with my rifle."
Anna and Eloise stood ready, and when Arietta told them
to move on they did so.
Then the first thing they knew about a dozen prairie chickens arose in a bunch.
They r.ever fly high, so they are very easy to kill.
Bang-bang! Bang-bang! Crack-crack!
The two shotguns and rifle spoke so close together that
the reports were almost blended into one.
"I guess we brought clown half a dozen, anyhow!" exclaimed Anna, her face flushing with joy.
Anna was a very good shot at times. But now and then
she was very enatic.
This was one of the times that she had made good.
Eloise could always shoot well at a target, or anything in
the line of game; but when she was up against hostile Indians or villainous outlaws, her nerve sometimes left her,
and her bullets went wild.
The fact was that Eloise had dropped the most of the
fowls that went down when the three fired .
She knew she had hit three of them, and possibly four.
Anna dropned one w:th each barrel of he1· gun, while
Arietta brourri:it rlClW'1 one in E!ach of the two shots she fired.
They ran forward, and dter they were picked up they
found that they had eight birds.
t
1" ·c1 A · tt I 1 ·
tt
h ·t I
"'T'h t .
-:- a /,~ w a · ca11. pre Y goo~,. sat. :ne a, oo cmg a
There are eight f:1t prairie ~h ckens, and yet only
~Jome.
s1x shots were fired. You chd wel1, Eloise. I happened to see
t~ree of them drop at the first shot you fired. You are get..
t1~,i,: to b~ an exp~r~ at baggmg ~:nan game."
Well. 1.f I am 1t 1s di:e to you_, ';,as the reply. You have
,,
ta~g-ht me all_ I know m th s '.me:
I ~uess Jim had a hand m 1t, too, spoke up Anna,
. ,,
,
.
. _
.
la~,ghmgly:
Well. J1n1: ha~, given ~e m:,;trncbons, I 11 admit, was the
repl;i, of ,,Eloise, but Anetta really taught me how to shoot
.
st~aight.
They reloaded the:r guns and then proceeded on through
the thicket.
They had got the biggest part of the flock of chickens, so
now they would have to start 11p another flock.
They kept 011 until half the r!ist:mce to the mine was made,
and then Arietta shot a woodcock
"These are very fine birds to eat," she said, as she picked
it un. "They serve them on toast in the hotels in the cities."
"Well, you can have that one that ,vay, if you want to," replied Anna.
"I hardly think I will bother with the toast and the fine

I
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fixings they serve at the hotels," said Arletta, with a smile.
"I wonder what Brown would say if a tenderfoot went to the
Gazoo and called for a woodcock on to~t ?"
Anna and Eloise laughed, for they could really guess about
what he would say.
Anyhow, they were quite sure that the tenderfoot would
not get It.
They continued on a1·ound, and in a very few minutes they
·
heard a fierce buzzing sound.
"What is that?" queried Eloise, turning slightly pale.
"Bees," answered Arietta, promptly. "Somethin,g has disturbed a hive of bees. I'll bet it is a bear! They are always
willing to be stung in o:rder to get at a hive of honey. Come
on, girls. ·we'll soon see!"
"I don't know which is the worst, the bear or the bees,"
said Anna. "Don't take us too close to them, Arletta."
"I don't know that there is a· bear there," was the reply.
"I do know that there are bees there, though."
The brave girl led the way cautiously.
They were at the mouth of a little gully that was lined
with scrub oaks on either side, and throul!,'h which ran a
little stream that was fed from the high hills back of them.
Suddenly Arietta found out what it was that had disturbed
·
the bees.
It was a bear, l!Ul'e enough.
He was a rather small black bear, and he was holding his
paws over his eyes as he walked in an upright position for a
hollow tree.
How many times he had tried it and retreated, the girls
did not know, but just a9 he got within reach of the coveted
honey he was forced to back away again.
The bear was growling now, which meant that he was getting just about mad enoug:h to make him go ahead and land
the honey the very next time he tried.
The girls watched the scene with interest.
Anna and Eloise wdl knew that Arletta would be able to
despatch the bear in case it chose to attack them.
Bruin got well back this time, beating the bees away with
his paws and growling savagely.
Then he got a llne on the hive and made a sudden rush.
This time he went through the buzzing mass of bees, and
then his paws went into the hollow and came out streaming
·
with honey.
Then, while the enraged bees stung him unmercifully, the
animal swallowed the sweets as fast as he could dig it out of
the hole in the treP,.
So engrossed were the girls in watching the scene that they
failed to hear a step behind them.
"I guess I won't shoot the bear, girls," Arietta sa.td. •1
think he is punished enough already. We will--"
She did not finish what she was l"oing to say, for at that
instant a blanket was thrown over her head and she was
lifted from the 11.Tound and borne swiftly into the bushes.
Anna and Eloise utered a simultaneous scream, for they
saw that Arietta had been carried away by two masked men.

CHAPTER XII.
ON THE TRAIL OF AlUETTA,

Young Wild West and his partners were not long in getting out some of the ore from the lode that had been discovered in such a peculiar way.
Four men were put at it with picks and shovels, and it
was thrown down over the rock rapidly, and then wheeled
out and loaded upon wagons.
There was so much gold in the lumps that were taken
out that it was very heavy, and what was really a wagonload looked to be only a small amount.
The first load was out in less than half an hour after they
started in, and Wild, Charlie and Jim went down to the
smelter with it, leaving Jack Robedee in charg-e.
"Great Scott! What have you got here, Young Wild
West," the head man of the smelter asked, as he looked at
the first lot of pay dht taken from the Abandoned Mine.
"Pretty good stuff, I reckon," Wild answered, with a laugh.
"I won't be surprised if I find this to be the biggest strike
I ever made in the Hills."
The manager picked up a lump.
"That will go three thousand to the ton," he said, shaking
his head, as though he could hardly believe his owl1. estimate.

"If you have got much of it you certainly have made the bh?gest strike Weston ever knew."
"Well, there is quite a lot of it that we can see JI.OW. We
know how deep the lode is, but we have got to find out its
width. It is very easy to get out, too, for there is no hoisting to be done, except in loading the wagons, and Jack
Robedee is going to arrange to do away with that. He will
have the ore wheeled upon some planking, so as to come out
just above the top of the wagons. Then it will merely have
to be dumped in."
"Oh, I guess Robedee will :fl.."!: it so it will be handy enough.
He is just the man to do that. But say, Wild, you certainly
have struck it rich."
"Well, it is nothing new for me to do such things, is it?
If I have struck a big thing here it will help me to clear up
the big lot of property the old Wild West Mining & Improvement Company owns around here. We will begin to boom
up Weston again."
"Well, there has quite a boom started; but I guess there
will be a bigger one when it leaks out that Young Wild West
has made his biggest strike in the Abandoned Mine."
"Let her go, Ainsley."
Ainsley, the foreman of the smelter, shook his head and
smiled.
"You are the greatest boy tl1at ever rode horseback, Wild!"
he declared.
"Well, if I am I ce1tainly can't help it. Now I want you
to get this stuff into the furnace as soon as you can. If you
have anything on hand just let it go. I want this two tons of
stuff turned into bars as soon as possible."
"All right. You shall have it. I am going to help you out
all I can. You can see the ore weighed yourself before you
.
go."
Wild waited for this, and then he went back to the mine.
Things were going along swimmingly,
The day before it had been a very desolate place there, but
now all was bustle and activity.
It seemed impossible that such a change could have come
over it in that short time.
Three loads had been sent ofl' to the smelter when something happened that made Young Wild West forget all about
his big strike in the Abandoned Mine.
Anna and Eloise came running up, all out of breath, and
one look at them told the young deadshot that something
serious was the matter.
"Arietta!" gasped Anna, excitedly. "Two masked me•
caught her and took her away!"
Our hero turned pale for a moment.
But he quickly recovered hiilJself.
"Calm yourselves," he said, coolly, "and tell me all about
it."
Anna related all she could about it, which was to the
effect that they had turned just in time to see two masked
men carrying Arietta into a dense thicket, with a blanket
over her head.
That was all there was to it, as far as they were concerned,
for they had tumed and fled for the mine right away.
·
Wild called Charlie and Jim.
"Boys," said he, "we have got to g:ive up minina- for a
while. Some of 01ll' enemies have got A1ietta."
Charlie and Jim were amazed.
But they quickly ran and got their rifles, showing that the:v
_
were ready for business.
"You girls come and show us just where you were whea _,
this happened," Wild said to Anna and Eloise.
They were only too glad to do this, of course.
"If we had only thought we might have given them chase
an,1 shot t~em," said Anna, shaking her head sadly.
That's 1t, gal," answered the scout. "You ain't ther ones
as thinks jest what ter do. But yer can't help it of
course. I ain't blamin' yer fur it. Now if it had been on~ of
you what ther sneakin' galoots grabbed yer kin bet that
Arietta would have made herself heard. Ther chances is
that she would have dropped one of 'em, an' maybe ther
pair of 'em. We'll git ther galoots, though yer kin bet on
that!"
They an hurried to the gully.
The bear had gone when they got there, though the bees
were still in a very much disturbed condition.
But Wild and his partners were not looking for bees, or
bears, either, .iust then.
The trail through the bushes was found right away, and
then they all hastened along-.
"They went straight fur Weston, I reckon." said the scout.
h
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after they had covered about two hundred yards. "I s'pose
maybe they had horses out here somewheres."
Wild shook his head.
He was not 1·eady to pass an opinion just yet.
They hurried along the trail, and a little further on they
were disappointed, since they came to a place of hard isround
that was devoid of vegetation.
No footmarks showed here.
Wild came to a halt and the rest followed suit.
The young deadshot was remarkably calm, considerinis
what had ti·anspired.
"Girls," said he to Anna and Eloise, "you go back to the
mine. You can wait for us there. We will find Arietta before we get back, unless the scoundrels had horses."
As the two started off our hero thought it would be best to
send Jim with them, though he had no idea that the villains
would appear and bother them.
They had already accomplished about all they would be
apt to try.
As Jim went off with- the two Wild tu.med to Charlie and
said:
"Now then, we've got to find the trail, Charlie; and the
quicker we do it the better it will be."
"That's rig·ht, Wild," was the reply.
"We will go around in a cil·cle, increasing- the distance each
time, till we find which way the villains went."
"That's it!"
This surely was the best way to get at it.
But they were too well trained in the art of woodcraft to
be at a loss ,vhat to do.
They proceeded around in a circle, Wild going one way and
the scout the other, and soon they were working part of the
time through the dense vegetation that lined the side of the
ridge.
All o.f a sudden Young Wild West struck the trail.
He did not rush :right ahead, nor did he cry out to Charlie.
He .iust stopped and remained there until the scout came
around.
"Here we are, Chm-lie," he said, calmly. "Now I guess
we'll have it a little easier. Come on. I've got an. idea who
it is that is responsible for this."
"So have I, Wild."
"Who do you think it is?"
"Ther galoot called Pete Willett is ther only one I kin
think of, Wild."
"That's right. It is Willett who is responsible for it, and
it is Ike Slough who is helping him."
"I reckon that's so."
"Well, come on, then. If we should happen to lose the
trail we'll go and find the two. '.l'hen I guess we'll soon make
them understand what's what!"
They pushed on a 1ittle furthe1·, and finding that the trail
through the bushes led almost in the direction o.f the smelter,
they ,vere more confident than ever of finding Arietta.
But a hundred yards further on they again struck some
hard, dry ground, and the trail became lost.
"This is too bad, Wild," said the scout, as he started to go
tlu·ough the same performance as the last time.
"Never mind," was the cool reply. "I guess we'll find it
all l'ight."
"Well, if we don't find the1· trail we'll find Willett an' Ike
Slough, anyhow."
Our hero pressed his lips tightly together and his eyes
fla1:b.ed dangerously.
If he found that Willett and Sloup:h had really caotured
Arietta and carried her off it was go;ng to go hard with
them, that was certain.
They went around in a wide circle once, and then just as
Charlie struck the trail again through a patch of high grass.
that the dew was still upon, a revolver shot, sounded not far
away.
'l'he two started on a run for the spot.
But before they got to it the form of a female suddenly
appeared running right toward them.
It was Arietta!
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This prohibited the girl from crying out as she was lifted
from the ground and borne away.
The girl struggled violently to get free, but she quickly
felt the hands of the second man holding her, and then she
became quiet, knowing how useless it was to waste her
strength.
When Wild and Cha1·lie guessed that Pete Willett and Ike
Slough were the villains who did the rascally ingress and
egress to the abandoned mine the two men 1·eturned to the
shanty of Ike.
After remaining there until past midnight, Willett went to
the Gazoo Hotel and sought -his room without visiting the
bar or gambling rooms.
The next morning he went over to keep an appointment
with Ike, for the latter had promised that he would get off
that day, so they might get everything ready to begin work
on the lode that was under the cave they had made the opening through.
Thus it was that the two villainfl were watching our
friends when they came to the old mine and opened it up
for work.
They were snugly concealed in the bushes at a safe distance, and they took in everything, even hearing the most
of what was said.
Finally when they heard Arietta say that she was g-oing
out to try and shoot some game, Willett became inbued with
the idea to capture the girl he had decided to make his wife,
whether she willed it or not.
The result was that they followed the girls when they
came back from the Murdock house, and while they stood
watching the bear at the honey they perfected their anangements to make a daring play in the game.
·
Everything w01·ked to perfection, and they got the girl
they wanted and sta1ted off with her.
But there was one thing they had not decided upon, and
that was what they we1·e ~·oing to do with her.
They knew only too well that Young Wild West and his
friends would search high and low fo1· her.
So when they were hurrying away with the helpless girl
it dawned upon them all of a sudden that they were treading
on very dangerous irround.
"I guess we'll have to take her to your shanty, Ike," Willett said, anxiously.
"No!" was the quick reply. "I don't want ter die all of a
sudden. Don't yer s'pose my shanty would be searched,
after what happened in ther Gazoo last night? Yer kin bet
that Young Wild West will lay this business to us, anyhow."
"Well, we'll have ter find a place to hide the girl somewhere, then," said Willett. "You're better acquainted around
here than I am; don't you know of a place?"
"How about ther cave?". asked Ike, in a low whisper that
could not be understood by the captive girl.
"Do you think it would be safe there?"
"If we kin hide our trail it will."
"Well, can't we hide our trail?"
"I reckon we kin. But Young Wild West is a wonder at
follerin' a trail, so they say.''
"Well, here is a hard piece of ground. We can't leave any
footprints here, that's certain."
"Jest ther thing. Now we'll wo1·k over toward ther smelter, an' I reckon we'll be all right. They won't never think
that we've gone right into Weston with ther gal, anyhow."
Arietta remained perfectly quiet.
She heard the most part of what was said, as the two
villains conversed, but she had no idea who they were, having never seen either of them.
But what she had heard was enough to convince her that
the cave they proposed to take her to was very near the
little town.
"I wonder if the two girls started to follow us?" Willett
asked, as they came to a dense thicket and paused.
"You wait here an' I'll go back an' see," answered Ike.
"I never thought of that afore."
It was nearly ten minutes before the scoundrel came back.
"They didn't foller us," he said, as he showed up. "They
lit out fur Young Wild We3t's mine right away, I reckon. I
climbed a tree ter look around an' I kin see 'em comin' back
CHAPTER XIII.
fUl' ther place where we catched ther gal. They'll be right on
our trail in less than two minutes now I"
HOW .ARIETTA ESCAPED.
"Is Young Wild West coming?" queried Willett, turning
As the blanket was th1·own over her head it came in con- pale.
"Yes, an' his two partners is with him. Ther two gals is
tact with Arietta's mouth and nostrils instantly, and was
i.howin' 'em ther way."
pressed tightly ove1· them.
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"Then I guess we had better be moving."
He released his hold upon Arietta at that moment, in order
to get a better one.
The chance , the brave girl had been longing for was at
hand.
Wild was on the trail of her captors, and she knew she
would soon be all right.
But if she could save herself it would be all the better.
With a sudden wrench she tore herself free from the grasp
of the villainous card sharp.
Though Arietta had been disarmed by her captors, she
was not without a weapon to defend herself with.
She made it a rule to always carry a small silver-plated
six-shooter in the bosom of her qress.
Many times this weapon had been the means of helping
her out of a great danger.
As she got away from Willett she threw off the blanket
with her left hand and drew the revolver with her right.
The villains were astounded when they found themselves
covered by the revolver.
They glared at the brave girl through the eyeholes of
thefr masks, but did not attempt to try and seize her.
"Stand right where you are!" she exclaimed. "The first
one who moves will die!"
"You're pretty spunky, Miss," answered Willett, trying to
divert her attention.
"You will find out that I won't hesitate to kill if you don't
do just as I tell you," was the reply.
"I 1·eckon we'd better let her go," spoke up Ike, i11 a voice
that was full of uneasiness.
"Better let me go!"
Arietta laughed outright at them.
The two masked villains shifted their feet nervously.
"I guess I can go when I want to," the girl went on, coolly.
"I am going to hold you two here till Young Wild West gets
here. If you think I can't do it just try to get away. Or, if
you feel like shooting me, try that! You will find that I am
a pretty good hand with a six-shooter. I was not born and
bl'Ought up in this part of the country for nothing, I can tell
you!"
The girl was very cool, considering the situation.
But she had learned to be cool under trying conditions, for
many were the times that she had been in dangerous places.
Willett and Ike looked at each other.
The eyes of both asked questions, but there were no answers.
For five minutes they stood there, growing more desperate
each minute.
Arietta kept her revolver on them, ready to pull the trigger at an instant's notice.
·
"Say,"' said Ike, "we didn't mean ter hurt yer anyhow.
Let's call it square? You go your way an' we'll g~ ours."
"YOU stay l'ight where you are," was the reply.
Arietta knew that if the man had spoken the truth when
he said Wild was coming that he ought to be almost there
now,
Two minutes more passed.
Then, as if it were premeditated, the two men broke away
from thP- spot and 1·an in different directions.
Arietta did not want to shoot them down, so she took a
quick aim at one of the ears of the foremost one and pulled
the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out Ike Slough made a grab at his ear.
The lobe had been hit by the bullet.
But the two were out of sight now, so Arietta started to
run in the direction she had been carried from.
.
Then she saw Wild and Charlie coming.
''Hooray!" shouted the scout, waving his hat over his head.
"I tried to hold them till you came, but they got away
from me, Wild," the brave girl called out.
"Well, you got away from them, anyhow, sweetheart," answered the dashing young deadshot, as he clasped her in his
arms. "Who were they, do you know?"
"I never saw them before, Wild, so I don't know. But they
went this way, and she pointed· out where she had last seen
the two.
"They were masked, so Anna and Eloise said."
"Yes, and they were total strangers to me. But they belong here in Weston, I think, Wild."
"Oh, I guess I know pretty well who they are I Did , you
hear them call each other by name?"

"Yes; one of them was called Ike by the other."
"Just as I thought. Pete Willett and Ike Slough are the
men. Well, we don't have to hurry to catch them. We'll
let them go, and think they are safe. Then, when the proper
times comes, we'll take them in hand, eh, Charlie?"
"That's it," answered the scout.
Then A.rietta told them the whole thing, and how they had
been heading for a cave that was somewhere in the vicinity
of the smelter.
"All right/' said Wild. "We will attend to their case all
right. We'll go on over to the mine now."

CHAPTER XIV.
WILLETT TAKES IT EASY.

Willett and Ike Slough fairly ran for their lives.
"Did you get hit, Ike?" the former asked, when they had
run a hundred feet or so, and no more shots were fired,
"I got stung on ther ear," was the reply.
"Well, that's a great deal better than getting a bullet
through your head. Whew! but we made a mighty bad job
of that, didn't we?"
"Yes. Well, I told you that ther gal was a dangerous one
ter fool with. Now yer know it."
"Yes, I know it. But let's get somewhere so we can move
along in an unconcerned v1ay. I want to get to the hotel as
soon as possible."
"Better take off your mask, then, Pete," said Ike, as he
took off his own.
"Gee! that's so. I forgot all about that."
The two had been running straight toward the smelting
plant, and as they came in sight of it they slowed down to a
walk.
They went direct to it, and Ike saw the boss and said he
was ready to go to work on his job.
He happened to be in need just then, so he fell right in,
while Pete Willett started leisurely for the hotel.
He got there and found everything very quiet.
Going to his room, he changed his clothes to a flashy suit
and came out on the porch.
"They couldn't have thought it was me," he muttered. "I.f
Young Wild West had the least idea that I had a hand in
that business he would have been around after me before this.
I must be -ready when he does come, though. I am going to
show him how innocent I can be when I want to. I'll play
that I'm friendly to him, and wait till we get the chance to
blow him up in his old mine, Young Wild West has got to
die, all riP.'ht; but it won't be from being ,;hot. Nntro-glyce1·ine will do the business."
• After a while the villain foun<l a paper an<l then he took
things easy on the porch until noon.
It was not until then that Brown, or anyone ha» ~·b,,,.
around the Gazoo, became aware of what had happened to
Young Wild West's sweetheart that morning.
The repo1it was that she had been seized and can-ied off by
two masked men, and that she had managed to e:;caj.)e _ · ,
them before they got far with he1·.
Willett listened to this with as much interest as anyone.
He went in to his dinner with the 1·est of the guests of
the house, and there the whole to-pie of conversation was
about1Arietta and the mysterious masked men,
There was only one thing that worried him.
That was that Ike Slough's wounded ear might give him
away.
Afte1· dinner Willett was made rather uneasy when he saw
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie coming over to the
Gazoo.
But he put on a bold front, and took his place at the further end of the bar and lighted a cigar.
Our hero and the scout came in and greeted those in the
place pleasantly, just as though nothing had happened out
of the ordinary during the morning.
"What's all this I hear about Arietta bein' catched by a
couple of masked galoots, Wild?" asked Brown.
"Oh, she did have quite an exciting time of it for a little
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Hop quickly stamped it out, and then without looking at
while," was the boy's reply. "She was out hunting for
prairie chickens with Charlie's wL'e and Eloise. They found the face side, carried it over and placed it on the bar.
"Um · card velly muchee bloke and burnee," he said. "Me
a bear having a time of it with a hive of bees, and while
they were watching the fun a couple of masked men sneaked havee allee samee fixee."
Then out came the big yellow silk handkerchief and over
up behind and threw a blanket over A1-ietta's head. They got
away with her pretty quickly, and then Cha1·lie's wife and the card it went.
Suddenly he pulled up the handkerchief and there lay the
Eloise ran to the mine and told us about it. We were not
long in gett,ng on the trail, though it wasn't necessary, as queen of hearts, as whole and sound as it ever was.
"Mc fixee allee light," said Hop, with a grin.
Arietta got away from them without help. She shot at one
"I see you did," answered Willett, as he picked the card
of them as they were runing away, but don't know whether
up and looked -at it. "Now I'll make a little bet with you."
she hit him or not."
"Allee light. Whattee wantee bettee 'bout?"
Willett breathed a sigh of relief when he heard this.
The villain tore the card in two pieces.
"Didn't Arietta have any idea who the1· two scoundrels
"There is the queen of hearts," he sa:d. "I'll bet you a
was, Wild?" questioned Brown.
"No. She is positive that she never ,;aw them before. It hundred dollars you can't put it under the handkerchief and
is quite likely that they are str::mg-el'S, who are hanging make it come out whole."
"Me takee um bet."
around the outskirts of Weston. Another gang of outlaws to
Willett was su11>rised.
look after, I suppose."
"You are not to move from where you are now stand"Well, that's too bad. But I'm awful glad ter think ther
gal got ther best of 'em. She don't know what they was ing," he said to Hop. "You are to put this torn card 011
the bar ancl then fetch out the queen of hearts whole."
goin' ·ter do with her, I s'pose ?"
"Me undelstand, so be," was the reply.
"No; but she thinks by the way they talked that they were
Brown took the money and held it for them.
going to take her into a cave and hold her for a ransom:
The tom card lay on the bar where all could see it.
'\Yhoever they are, they know me, for she heard them menHop had put away his handkeTchief when he lifted it from
tion my name."
"Is that so? Well, it must be some of your enemies the b::ir before, and· now he brought it out.
Dow11 it went over the torn card.
what's follered yer ter Weston."
T~en he went through e:x~ctly the same motions as before,
"I wouldn't be a bit surprised, Brown. But just wet up
the boys a little. I suppose you all know that I have made makmg out that he was fixmg the card.
Off ca~ne the ha;1dkerchief and ~here lay the queen of
my bigg~st strike right here in my home town. The old
mme which we abandoned some months ago is going to be hearts with no vestige of a tear to 1t.
Willett did not care so much about losing the h1llldred
woi·ked overtime now; and things ai-e going to hum here, you
dollars, but he felt just a bit uneasy while Young Wild
can bet! What'll you have, everybody?"
He took a cigar, and just as he was settling the bill Hop West and Che\1enna Charlie were in the room.
"I guess I'll gg over to the smelter and see Ike," he
'
walked in.
"You always seem to be in time when I am treating the thought.. "I t~:nk we as well ca~ch Yo?ng Wild_ West toboys, Hop," Wild sa:d with a lano·h. ''I'll bet you followed us Lby. It is qmte sure that he will go m the mme before
the afternoon is over. He as well as his partners will surely
here, thinking I was going to c1d' the honors.';
Willett was puffing away at his cigar, taking things easy, IN. there when they get rea~y to closE: down to-nig·ht. Ike
,;~1d he c~ulcl .e:et a can of mtro-glycerme very handy, so I
when Hop walked up to him and said:
"Misler w;1c1 say if he catchee me play dlaw pokee with will take it over to the cave and have ;t all ready."
It was not yet one o'clock when he reached the smelter,
you some more he shootee off my pigtail so be"
"I heard him say it," answered the villain, j 0 Jmly. "But and he was just in time to catch Ike coming over frbm his
shanty.
I guess you are as much of a sharp as I am."
He called him aside and told him what his idea was.
"l\Ie no pl ay dlaw pokee with yon, so me showee nicee mice
"Good enough!" exclaimed Ike. "I reckon it w]l be easy
tlick, so be."
now. I took the1; can over wheI). I went ter dinner. I didn't
Out came a pack of cards.
W_ild knew ven: well tl'.at the clever Chinaman was go;ng know _ho:w soon ':'e would '?"ant. it, bt;t I had a good chance
tcr g1t 1t, so I Jest took it. b;n mighty glad that Young
to enher play a iunny trick on the man or puzzle him.
Wild West don't seen ter think we had anything te1· do
He decided to let him go on.
"You allee samee know um canl when you see um, so w:th ther taki:q' oJ: -ther gal."
"Oh, he hasn't th~rleast bit of san idea that way. -He thinks
·
l;>e_:?" asked Hop, looking at '\Yillett sharply,
You can't show me anything with cads that I don't al- it was do11e b;v -s:ome of his enemies, v,ho have followed him
into Weston. Niw.; Ike, I am ii:oing to take that c'an of ex·
1 ,
Te~dy kno:w."
plosivcs ove1· to i;h-e- cave, nnd if I should happen to find
Allee hgbt; me tly. You takee um catd."
Willett d.d so,. acting ~s though he was not a bit inter- Young Wild West and h:s partne1·s in the cave unde1· me,
ested, and was simply do1ng it to please those v,ho were in- I am going to let it drop."
The two parted company Willett going straight for the
.
terested.
' ·
He looked at the card, and found 1t to be the (queen of shanty Ike occupied.
When he got there he found the door unlocke<l--in fact,
, ?"
,.
he~rts.
there was no key to lock it with-and he went right inside.
"Yo~ ,,kn_o,. um caid · Hop asked.
'l'he scoundrel sat down to think it over.
,,
,yes, "as ~be reply.
"I may be able to get another chance at that gihl," he
~ake un~ pm ~~d makee ~tay on um ~all, so be,
- ~ . B1_own gave . \iT1llett a pm and lie did as Hop directed, muttered. "If I can manage to blow her lover and his pards
into bits the thing can be done quite easy. Of course I
. ·
.
~~mg the cai<l face to the wall.
whhop no~v pulled O?t the old-fash ,oned , s1x-shootE:r he al- w·n never be blamed fo1· the explosion. That will be regarded
it ,-Ys canie~, and gomg up close to the card, he po1nted the as an accident. Oh, I guess I am going to get square on
Young Wild West."
1zzle at it.
He sat there until he had smoked his cigar to the butt.
-" "\Vhen me :,;hootec um card somct'ing vclly muchee funny
Then he tossed it away and went and looked out of the
mec," the Chinaman went on to say.
·
Tl'.en he su~l<lc-!Jlf pul~ed ~he tTigger of the old weapon window.
He could see along the wagon-road that led to the smelter,
cl it ·went off with a- noise like a pop-gun.
and when he saw Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
coming toward the mine he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"They are going there now," he thought. "They will 11'0
into the mine to see how things look inside, most likely. Jim
CHAPTER XV.
Dari; is probably there now, so I had better get ove1· to the
cave and be ready."
JIM DART STOPS A WHOLESALE MURDER.
He had no difficulty in finding the can of nitre-glycerine.
"This isn't so very heavy," he muttered, as he carefully
As the big revolver went off the card on the wall caught weighed the can in his hands. "About two pounds is all ,H
weighs. But I suppose it will do the business, though."
~e and dropped to the floo1·.
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There was a sudden darkness in the opening above, which
was followed by a shower of dirt and stones.
"Back, boys!" cried our hero.
Two of the miners scarcely got out of the way when a
heavy body struck the ground with a sickening thud.
The body was that of Pete Willett!
He must have become fascinated over his fiendish work
and I"emained looking down to see the result when the can
struck.
Young Wild West's bullet had fetched him, and down he
came!
Arietta and Jack came down, for they had found that the
villain had tumbled down through the hole, and there was
.
.
nothing more to keep them there.
It took some time for all the man wo!'king at the tune to
understand it did our hero start to leave.
He went straight fo1· the shanty of Ike Slough, the rest
following and wondering what he was up to.
When he got there he opened the door and looked in.
"Do you see that can over there?" he said, pointing to a
shelf.
"Yes," Jacob Robedee answered.
NWell that is the can Jim changed for the other. Now
everybody get back out of the way. I am going to find out
whether ·or not it is nitro-glycerine in the can."
Then his rifle went to his shoulder, and everybody knew
what was going to happen.
The young· deadshot pressed the trig-ger, but the 1·eport of
his 1ifie was dro,vned in the tenific explosion that followed.
Ike Slough's shanty was blown to p'eces, and some of the
spectators narrowly missed being bit by them.
"Now the next thing in order is to let Ike Slough know
that the can of nitro-glycerine 11as exploded," observed our
hero coolly "He beard the explosion, no doubt. But Jack
can go ani tell him about it, while we follow along in the
rea1·."
"All right" answered Robedee. "Just leave me ter do
that. I'll m;ke him think that ther mine blowed up, an' that
.___,
you're all dead."
.
He hurried ofl' and soon reached the smelter.
Everybody there wanted to know what the ~~p~os19n
meant, for there had been no blasting around the vicm1ty rn
over a week, and none was expected to be done.
CHAPTER XVL
But Jack kept still until he found Ike Slough.
"Hello, Ike!" he called out.
"Hello, Jack!" was the reply.
OONOLUSION.
"Yer know that can of nitro-glycerine yer took over to yer
shanty this morn.in'?"
"Come on, boys; we'll go over to the mine. But wait, Jim.
"Wba-what do yer mean?" he gasped.
You go over and fetch the girls, too. We will make Willett
"Well Pete Willett jest threw it down in ther Abandoned
think he is going to get the whole bunch of us."
Mine ar{' killed Young Wild West an' a whole lot of others."
Jim understood, and then away he started.
Just then Wild and the rest appeared on the scene.
On the way to the mine om· hero thought of a scheme that
"Jack has lied a little to you, Ike," our hero said, smiling
would give the scoundrel the surprise of his life.
at him. "We didn't get killed by the explosion. It was your
They waited outside the mine until the girls came over shanty that went up. Willett got hold of a can of to_matoes,
.
With Jim.
instead of the nitro-glycerine, and then he fell down mto the
Then they held a little consultation, after which our he1·0 mine after he thl'ew the wrong can down. I may as well
.
told his plan.
tell you that it was a bullet from my shooter that caused
"Et," said he, to his sweetheart, "I shall depend on you to him to fall down. If you had only been there you might have
help out in this little scheme. You shall take Jack Robedee been saved a whole lot of agony. As it is, I can't ve1·y well
with you and find where the cave is that Willett intends to shoot you. I'll have to let Dove-Eye Dave pass sentence on
drop the can from. Go l'ight on now. When you find it give you."
. .
us the signal from above, and then Charlie, Jim and I will
Dove-Eye Dave was the JUs~1ce. of th~ peac~ of WE;~t~n.
go in where the men are working.
u 1~von
and he was a mighty hard one m his dealmgs with CJ
;ts 0
The villain was bound and dragged away 3:fter om
"When the can comes down I am going to shoot up through
\ wa
the hole, whether I hit anything or not. I will leave it to bad acquainted the people at the smelter with all t
you and Jack to catch the scoundrel if he tries to run out of happened.
/
I
.
the cave."
It is not necessary to say much more m connect1
Wild and his partners waited for about ten minutes, and this story.
.,1
Suffice it to say that Ike Slou~h was found gm,
then they received a signal from above.
"Everything is ready, boys," said our hero. "Now walk double crime, and he was pun~s~ed in accordance v
rules and regulations of the mmmg- camp.
into what was to have been your death."
young- Wild West remained \n 'Y eston u~til he k:
They made their way into the mine, ascended the run of
planking and came to the place where the men were at work a certainty that he had made his biggest strike, and
got ready· to take another trip through thecounti·y.
in the lode.
And it had all come through the discovery Arie
The lanterns the men were working by shone with great
in the Abandoned Mine.
made
of
light
the
as
dim,
became
they
suddenly
but
brightness,
day showed overhead.
Down came something, and, with remarkable quickness,
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
Young Wild West caught it.
AND THE RIVER RANGERS; OR, THE CAVE ~
It was the can of tomatoes!
OF THE YELLOWSTONE.'°
But as the boy looked upward again his revolver spoke.

Putting the can uniler his coat, the villain went by a
roundabout wa" till he got to the woods.
Then he headed straight for the shallow cave that was
directly over Young Wild West's lode of gold.
If the scoundrel had looked over his shoulder he might
have seen a boy's head at the window of Ike's shanty. But
he did not look behind him when he left.
The boy was no other than Jim Dart.
Jim had been over to the smelte1· when he saw Willett talking with Ike Slough.
The boy crept up behind some rubbish, and though the pair
talked in low tones, he heard nearly every word that was
said.
"I'll nin this scheme in the bud," he said to himself. "That
is the ifl8M cold-blooded scoundrel I have met in some time.
So they have got an opening in the ground over the mine,
have they? Well, we will see about this."
Jim reached the shanty and found the can just where Ike
said it was.
He knew what a can of nitro-glycerine was when he saw it,
and he took ho!...i of it carefully in 01·der to take it out of the
shanty and get it out of Willett's reo.ch.
Just then he saw a can of tomatoes on the table that had
not been opened.
A sudden idea came into his head, and acting on it, he
quickly removed the label from the can of tomatoes and
placed the can whei-e the nitro-glycerine had been.
· Then he went outside and hid himself in the bushes to
await developments.
Willett came along very soon after that, and Jim watched
him from the window till he was out of sight.
He saw Wild coming, so he ran out and waved his hat to
him.
Charlie followed our hero to the shanty.
Then Jim related what he had found out, and also what
he had done.
Wild and Charlie paled when they heard of the narrow
escape they had had.
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FRO M ALL POI NTS
CONSCI ENCE DROVE HIM BACK TO ·PRISON .
_Unable longer to resist the gnawings of conscience, Elmer E. Barnard, who escaped from the
Oregon State Penitenti ary in company with Cecil
Griffin and Ray Lindsey on the night of Aug. 2,
1916, walked into Gov. Olcott's office one day recently and informed the Executive that he had returned to Salem voluntari ly to serve out his maxim um term of ten years.

for harness has been enormous during the past few
months and it continues to be very heavy in the
Northern Departme nts of France. All the available harness has been sold at good prices, and there
continues to be a dearth, on account of the shortage
of leather; but although several thousands of horse
collars are still wanted, buyers refuse to pay the
prices quoted, while the manufact m•ers say that so
long as the price of leather remains as it is they
cannot accept less. Attention is, therefore , being
given to pressed steel collars, which were imported
'before the war in fairly large quantities , and as
there appears to be considera ble economy in their
use certain Paris firms are beginning to make the
article to meet the demand in the liberated districts.
The initial cost of manufact ure is heavy, owing to
the need of expensive ,tools, but this appears to be
fully justified by the demand. Lightness and cheapness are points in favor of the steel collar.

PLAN DETROI T RIVER SPAN.
Under the leadershi p of Gustave Lindenth al, the
eminent Swedish engineer of New York, plans have
been well advanced to organize a corporati on under
the charter of the American and Canadian Govemments to construct a $28,000,000 suspensio n bridge
across the Detroit River connectin g Detroit and
Windsor. It is proposed to build a bridge supported
from towers on either side of the river with double
deck suspensio n, the span to be capable of handling
railroad, street car, automobi le and pedestria n traf- DISABLE D SOLDIER WITH A PENSIO N OF
·nc.
ONLY $2.25 A WEEK.
It is understoo d there will be no oppositio n from
In the arrest of Sidney Hemy Dyer, twenty-tw o,
the Lake Carriers' Associati on or from the Cana- by trade a riveter, and his plea of guilty to a charge
dian or American authoritie s as long as the passage of breaking into a shop in Portobell o road, public
of boats is not impeded.
attention has been called afresh to the insufficiency
of pensions for disabled men. Dyer was wholly inA TIRE CHAIN MADE UP OF INTERC HANGE- capacitat ed for his trade and the pension allowed
him is $2.75 a week.
ABLE UNITS
He was arraigned in the London Sessions Court
Patents have been secured by George R. Belknap
the shop breaking charge. When the pres,Hing
on
that
of Spokane, Wash., on a "non-skid auto chain"
e, Allan James Lawrie, learned the
Magistrat
.
motorists
Spokane
is. creating interest among
wholly
The device can hardly be called a "chain." They are amount of Dyer's pension, on which he was
surprise.
links, which have interchan geable running surface. dependent, he expressed
"How is he supposed to live?" the Magistra te
The entire link is "U" shape, the tire fitting into
corruis
asked.
and
the pavement , is two inches square
"I don't know," Detective Sergeant Mender regated. Extra links may be added in a twinkling
to make the chain fit a tire of any size. When plied. "He has a very bad arm."
"I am amazed at the evidence in regard to you,"
properly applied the chain will be noiseless. It will
Magistra te said, addressin g Dyer. "I underthe
when
act as a tire protector and it is claimed that
you have been so severely wounded that you
stand
for
used
been
has
chain
the tire is removed after the
of doing any wor}i;:, and a grateful
incapable
are
as
condition
same
the
in
be
will
J. season, the tire
live upon.
when the chain was applied. In case of puncture country gives you 11 shillings a week to
do except
could
you
earth
on
what
know
not
it will not be necessary to repair the tire, the broad I do
living.
of
purpose
the
for
crime
commit
to
surface
links of the chain make a smooth running
"I think this is a matter requiring earnest attenand the car may be driven to the nearest garage
wounded
without the slightest injury to the tire or rim. The tion at once-tha t there can be cases of
a
shillings
11
upon
live
to
left
men
It is estimated and disabled
rim or the tire is not damaged.
all
take
shall
I
.
assistance
other
any
without
that the chain for 30-inch tires will weigh approxi- week
gets atmately 14 pounds when manufact ured from male- steps in my power to see that the matter
will
and
tention.
space
small
but
able cast iron. It occupies
"It is a perfect scandal. The prisons of the com1prove a boon to truck and motor owners.
try will be filled if that sort of pittance is to be given
to men rendered totally incapable in the service of
HORSE COLLAR S OF STEEL
the country from doing any work."
of
instead
steel
A new kind of horse collar of
Dyer was released under the Probation Act.
demand
The
France.
in
use
leather has come into

.,
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a garret at the top of the house, and there, after
being tied hand and foot, they were locked in.
During all this Frank had kept as quiet as possible.
-OR-"Was there never to be an end to his troubles?"
asked himself
he
The Adventures of a Young Millionaire.
It seemed to be one thing after another.
Tom was i..1 a terrible rage, and when he found
By DICK ELLISON.
himself alm:e with Frank he exploded in language
to suit the situation.
"Oh, cut that out, Tom Magnus," cried Frank.
(A Serial Story)
"Things are certainly bad enough without me havCHAPTER XIX (Continued).
ing to listen to such talk as that. Where are the
"So? Just a minute. I have a word to say to papers? At least you ought to tell me?"
"I've got 'em on me," replied Tom, with a chucthe clerk here, then I am at your service."
kle.
He joined Billy in about five minutes.
"You don't mean it! They searched your clothes
"No, then," he said. "What can I do for you,
well, too."
pretty
Foster?"
Mr.
"Didn't they? But say, they didn't turn the legs
Billy drew him aside.
of my trousers inside out. I've got 'em sewed into
"May I ask your name?" he began.
left leg, Frank. It's a wonder they didn't feel
the
"I am Jack Sharp. You look worried. What's
from the outside. I thought every minute they
'em
the matter?"
"I am worried. Look here, Mr. Sharp, I am not vrould. I tell you in case anythb1g more happens.
I'd sooner you would have 'em than old Blackman,
Frank Foster."
for they belong to you."
anyhow,
"Now, say, what's the sense of keeping that up
give them up, then," said Frank. "We'll
"Don't
any longer?"
this."
of
out
work
ButBilly
is
name
My
"But I am not, honestly.
But they did not work out of it.
ler. Frank Foster was the fellow who was with
Try as they would the boys could not free themme."
from their bonds.
selves
''Gee! You don't say! Too late to help it now."
night wore on, and nobody came near .them.
The
"Of course, what I heard last night goes to Frank,
along toward morning, when Frank had at
But
him
find
to
have
I
But
friend.
who is my particular
asleep, a change came.
fallen
last
first. He has been missing since last night. I don't
rudely awakened by someone kicking
was
Frank
know anything about New York. Will you help
him.
me? Frank Foster will see you paid." ·
'rom was standing between the two men, one of
whom held a lantern.
His legs had been untied, but his hands ·were
.
secured.
still
CHAPTER XX.
"Here wake up, you million-dollar kid," said a
man whom Fl'ank recognized as the red-faced GilliFrcink goes from bad to wo'tse
gan. "We are going to start you on your travels
Frank was held by the toughs who had captured now."
"Barney, what does this mean?" demanded .Tom.
him until the search of Tom Magnus was com"I thought you were my friend."
pleted.
"Friend nothing," retorted the saloonkeeper. 'If
This took time.
Not finding the papers in Tom's pockets, the black- you want to know what it means I'll tell you. Them
jack man and his pal dragged him back into the guys ·w hat captured you don't get the plums off this
toom, and stripped him to the buff, making a thor- plum tree. Dey blew off deir mout's about it, and ·
Idat set me a-thinkin. They're paralyzed drunk
ough search of his clothes, but with no success.
downstairs now, and I'm runnin' yous to a place
to
refused
he
They threatened to shoot him when
where dey won't find you. Come along.
apit
which
papers,
the
hidden
had
he
tell where
He had untied Frank's legs by this time, and he
peared Tom had foolishly boasted about in the sanow stood him on his feet.
loon the night before.
"Wait,'' said Frank. 'What is it you want out
But the boy was game.
me, anyway? State your terms· to set me and
of
de"Kill me and you ·will never find them," he
Magnus free?"
T,n::
you
with
up
whack
dared. ''Mebbe I'll agree to
"Tom Magnus, hey? So dat's his name, is it.
fellers, but I'll be hanged if I'll stand for being
Tort he lied when he said is was Edwards. What
robbed."
Finding threats in vain, the toughs ordered Tom I v;ant is cash-see? I understand you are woit
to dress1 and then he and Frank were taken up into a million. All right. You'll have to cough up soms
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of it afore you get out of my clutches. Gimme put your back to me. I'll see what I can do in the
a check for ten t'housand dollars and I'll let you gnawing line."
"Say, that's a good scheme. I wonder one of us
bote go just as soon as it's paid."
"Now, look here, you are all off," said Frank. didn't think of it before."
'One can't think of everything. There, that's
"My father's property has all been seized. I can't
right; now lie so and I'll get to work."
do as you ask. Isn't that so, Tom/'
Frank's scheme took time, but it worked.
"Sure it is," replied Tom. "He knows it, too.
After a little he had Tom Magnus's hands free.
I told him myself."
And as Tom had a knife the rest was easy.
"T'won't work," said Gilligan. "You can raise
A moment later the two boys stood relieved of
money if you want to of course. One of dem guys
was listening to your talk. You offered dis fell er their bonds.
Frank had plenty of matches, and he now began
two t'housand for dem papers. If you can raise two
t'housand you can raise ten. I don't care not'ing lighting them, and they groped their way about the
about your papers, you can get 'em best you can cellar.
There was a lot of casks stored in one end, and
after you have settled wit me."
"I won't pay you ten cents if that is the way that was all the place contained.
But Frank was doing a lot of thinking.
you are going to talk," cried Frank.
Somewhere ' he could hear the gurgle of water,
"You say so, but you will tink different afore I
and as he and Tom sat on the steps Frank remarked
get troo wit yer, young feller. Come on."
The boys were now led downstairs.
upon' it.
"There must be some sort of a sewer running
Day was just dawning. There was not a soul in
under this place, Tom," he said.
sight.
"What of it?" growled Tom, who had worked
Tom Magnus appeared to be thoroughly frighthimseli into pretty mad humor by this time. "I
ened.
"Say, Frank, I give up," he said. "Make terms, don't see what good that's going to do us."
"Let's look around and see if we can locate that
and let's get out of this snap. I'll let you have the
noise. This is the old part of New York, and it
papers and you need not pay me a cent."
"No," said Frank. "I won't do it. This man -J s is close to the river. If we could hit some old sewer
going to get himself into trouble, and he'll find it leading down there we might be able to crawl
·
out, too, before many hours have passed. I'm not through it."
So Frank struck a match and started in to work
without friends in this town."
on the problem of escape once more.
But this bluff did not work.
Barney Gilligan only laughed, and tightened his
hold on the boy's arm.
His silent companion attended to Tom, and they
were led around the corner to an old warehouse.
CHAPTER XXL
Here the man who had charge of Tom opened a
door, and the boys were led down into a dark celWhere is Fra.nk?
lar.
Here their legs were tied again, and they were
Tom Magnus never moved off the steps.
tumbled over on the damp floor.
"It's all nonsense to talk about going through &
"Now, looker here, Foster," said the man, "I sewer," he snarled. "You won't find it, anyhow."
mean business. You've gotter come to terms. Not a
"I've found something already," retorted Frank.
bite nor a sup do you get until I get that check.
"What?"
I'll starve you into it, and if you die on my hands
There was no answer.
I'll chuck you into de river-see?
Suddenly Tom heard something heavy drop.
"What's that?" he called.
withdrew
captor's
new
Fi-ank's
that
And with
"Come here if you want to know," retorted Frank.
leaving the boys in the dark.
"Frank, this will be the death of us both!" Blub- "I'm tired of your sulks. It's all your fault that we
bered Tom, who was almost crying from sheer are caught in this snap, anyhow."
fright. "Don't you hear the rats running about?
Another match was lighted.
Say, we can't stay here! Oh, I wish I never left
Tom could see Frank bending down.
The match went out. He could now hear Frank
Crossdale !"
about, and he was just about to yield to
moving
trouble
making
is
rasca:lity
your
that
now
"Yes;
for yourself," said Frank bitterly. "But there's his curiosity and join him when suddenly there came
no use talking. We have got to work out of this if a crash, accompanied by a sharp cry, and then all
we can. I think we can get free alright, and that was still.
"Frank! What's the matter?" shouted Tom,
will be one point gained."
"But how? I can't break these cords. My wrists springing up.
No answer.
are all swelled."
(To be continued.)
and
"Yes; but my teeth aren't tied, Turn over
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A ·FEW GOOD ITEMS
$5,000 CAT BURIED WITH HONORS.
All the employees of Wheatleigh, the summer
home of Mrs. Carlo De Heredias of New York and
Lenox, Mass., were in attendance recently when
funeral rites werr! held for Hyacinth, a Persian
cat, which died recently. The cat is said to have cost
$5,000. The remains were embalmed and brnught
here in a metal casket }Jy automobile.
FIND ANCIENT OATH
The Bucks County, Pa., Historical Society has
come into the possession of a well preserved manuscript copy of an oath of allegiance and renunciation taken by aliens in this country about 1730. The
allegiance is sworn to George II., acclaimed as ruler
of Great Britain.
The oath was administered about the time that
many Germans and Swiss were em1grating to this
country and an act was adopted in 1727 setthlg
forth that all aliens must take oath 0f allegiance to
King George. The oath was ad"',1inisterecl to all
males over sixteen years as soon after their arrival
in this country as possible.
The manuscript which the Historical Society has
is that of the oath. t.e.!:2n by George Kinkner of
Southampto:r. ':!."ovmship in 1730.
EASY LIFE FOR SILVER FOXES
Silver foxes on a ranch near Regena, Canada, are
cpicurians and live on the fat of the land. This
need not be wondered at for silver foxes literally are
worth their weight in gold.
The little aristocrats are fed as expensively as
guests in the best hotels. The meat served them is
kep.t in a perfectly regulated and spotless refrigerator. It consists of the choicest cuts of tenderloin
steaks and' pork chops with a little horse meat add-c:ct by ,vay of variety. The foxes have shredded
wheat prepared as carefully as it might be for some
wealthy and queruloun invalid. Other breakfast
foods, cereals and vegetables pamper the appetites
of the little beasts.
The ranch is tightly fenced in with wire eight feet
high and sunk in the ground several feet. The fox
houses are constructed on hygienic plans. They are
scrupulously clean.
The success of this fox ranch and of several others
near Winnipeg has demonstrated that the prairie
provinces are as well adapted to breeding silver
foxes as Prince Edward Island, the world's centre
of the industry.
One rancher started two years ago with two pairs
He now has fifty-six animals. He has sold $16,000
worth of pelts. A silver fox pelt brings from $200
to $2,500. Two-year-old . animals sell at $400 to

$2,000. He sold eight-months-old pups this year at
public auction at $900 apiece. ;His breeding stock
is valued at close to $100,000.
POSTAGE STAMPS AS A SPY CODE
Joseph Marks was depo1·ted to Germany after having saved his life by confession that he was a German spy and by turning· State's evidence, thus
clinching the Government's case against his associates, Karl Lody and Lieut. Bushmann, both of
A
whom were executed in the Tower of London.
weeping woman was at the Charing Cross station
to see him off, by the Continental express.
Marks had been in ;England since the early days
of the war. He landed at a southeastern port with
an album of foreign stamps, constituting a code to
which he was to keep the German Admiralty informed of the movements of the British fleets and
coast patrols. At no time did he make secret of his
identity or deny that was German-born. Scotland
Yard suspected him and kept him under dose surveillance, finally arresting him. Under searching
examination by Sir Easily Thomson, Director of the
Service, he broke down and confessed
I British Secret
mission.
his
He said it was the policy of the German Intelligence Department to make use of any tool to further
their plans. The department had even sent adventurous women to the capitals of Europe in order to
lure men possessing official information and wheedle
it from them. Marks was tried by court martial
in Middlesex Guildhall. Owing to his confession he
was sentenced to penal servitude for an indefinite
term, rather than to execution. He had been arrested in Tibury by Scotland Yard detectives.
Speaking with a reporter at the railway station
of his jail and other experiences, he said:
"Bushmann and I were tried by the same court,
and kept in Wandsworth jail, where we had long
talks together. The night before his execution we
had a farewell chat, in which he related to me the
romantic circumstances of his courtship and marriage with the daughter of a Prussian millionaire.
"The next morning he went to execution with a
smile on his face, and came to salute as he stood before the firing squad that was to send him to his
doom. I talked with several of the German spies
who were shot. Every one of them met his death
like a brave soldier."
Marks said he came of a well-kno'i-vn family in
Aix-la-Chapelle. In the very beginning of the war
the Germans suspected him of espionage and arrested him three times. Then they became convinced that he could be useful to them as a spy, and
they sent him to England.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE FIRST TYPE
The first movable metal type, made and used in
Korea in the year 1403, are now on exhibition at the
American Museum of Natural History, New York.
The slugs are concave on the under side, in order to
make them cling more firmly, to the beeswax bed
which constituted the form. Printing was canied
on by placing the paper lightly upon the type and
then brushing the oth:er side gently with a piece of
felt.
DEFIES BLIZZARD
Billy Roy, hunter and member of the Bad River
tribe of Odanah, Wis., was lost during a blizzard
while hunting ducks. Although he had hunted on
the reservation all his life, the snowfall was so thick
that he became unable to fix directions either by the
stars or by the trees. Instead of becoming panic
st"ricken, as white hunters sometimes do, he scraped
together a few dry leaves and twigs on the lee side
of some trees, and built a fire, which he maintained
all night and when day broke he was able to find his
way. He had no food for twenty hours.
LENGTH OF LINERS AND WARSHIPS
The stay of the battle-cruiser "Renown" in our
waters has raised a discussion as to which are the
longest s]iips afloat. Of course, among merchant
ships, the "Leviathan," 950 feet long, is the longest,
the "Imperator" and the "Aquita.nia," each 900 feet
long, of the Cunard line, coming next. Among warships, the longest in commission today are the "Renown," and her sister, the "Repulse," each being
789 feet. But the longest warship constructed and
soon to go into commission, is the British battlecruiser "Hood," which is 900 feet in length and
about 42,000 tons full load displacement. Our N ayy
Department has designed six battle-cruisers 875 feet
in length.
DOG KILLING PAYS
The high cost of living casts no shadow over
the life of Constable Josiah Pearson of Portvue, so
long as Portvue residents keep or try to keep dogs.
· A canvass of the borough by a man who wanted
to borrow a hunting dog disclosed the fact that dogs
still living there are being closely guarded by their
owners. The reason is that Constable Pearson has
established a record as a dog killer. Proceeding
under the law which provides for the execution of
all dogs found running loose, whether licensed or
not, Portv.u e's energetic peace officer has sent 599
of the animals into the great beyond thus far this
year.
The State authorizes the payment of $1 a head,

and Pearson, aside from his other sources of income, has made an average of $60 a month from his
activity in this field of endeavor alone. Portvue has
a population of 2,000 and practically every family
used to keep a dog.
FIREMEN IN 72 B. C.
Many of the so-called "modern improvements" of
civilization, which so largely contribute to the comfort of living, are by no means so recent in origin
as· we are disposed to imagine. As early as 72 B.
C. a regular fire department sel'ved in Rome, according to the Youth's Companion, and many other
of our "modern" methods are ages old.
We are accustomed to think of running water in
houses as a modern luxury. New York City did not
have it until 1776, when a rese1·voir was constructed
east of Broadway, into which water was raised by
pumping it from wells dug for the purpose. But
that was a very primitive arxangernent compared
with the system of ancient Rome, by 'which water
was brought from great distances in aqueducts that
were marvel$ of engineering and that emptied
through lead pipes into thousands of tanks of hewn
stone.
Erected at intervals along the streets of Pompeii
were pillars of masonry, up which ran lead pipes,
and on top of each pillar was a tank, from which
water was distributed by pipes to the houses. All
dwellings, except those of the very poor, were thus
supplied, and some had nearly a score of faucets,
controlled by stopcocks that were much like those
that are in use to-day.
At many street corners there were fountains with
stone basins, the edges of which even now show depressions worn by the hands of the people who
leaned over to drink. Those fountains were fed by
the city water, which was brought by an aqueduct
from a distant place so elevated that the "head"
was ve1·y powerful. That kind of engineering was
highly developed in those times. When Julius Caesar first visited Alexandria in Egypt he found there
so complete an underground water supply system
that the city seemed "hollow underneath."
In the yea.r 72 B. C. Julius Caesar organized the
fire department of Rome. It had a force of 600
men. At that time a primitive fire engine had already come into use; it was a pair of pumps worked
by a beam, and the two streams united in a common discharge pipe and passed out through a nozzle
that could be turned in any direction. "Siphons"
-emergency fire extinguishers-we re commonly
kept in houses. Frequent mention is made of them
in ancient literature, but we do not know what they
·
were like.
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FAIR FLORINELL.
By Paul Braddon.

In 18-, Richard Mayworth, of Mayworth Grange,
a country gentleman, residing not a hundred miles
from Epsom Downs, died very suddenly, and his
only living heirs, George Mayworth, inherited his
fortune and estate.
George was a wild young fellow, and not by any
means a favorite with Uncle Richard, who was a
miserly old parts, with a predilection for theology,
and a confirmed atheist.
The old gentleman had frequently avowed his determination to make a will, and cut the hopeful
George off with the traditional shilling, with which
crotchety old uncles are so often supposed to
threaten their improvident heirs expectant.
But after old Richard Mayworth's death, no will
could be found; and as a consequence George Mayworth came into possession of the old man's wealth.
I knew George Mayworth as a jolly, sporting
young country gentleman, and after he had taken
possession of Mayworth Grange--his uncle's country seat-I was invited down from London for the
season's shooting.
George knew that I was a detective, of course,
and, indeed, it was in that capacity that I made his
acquaintance in London.
George Mayworth was at that time a clerk in the
importing house of Way, White & Wallis, and he
assisted me in detecting a dishonest clerk of theirs.
Our acquaintance continued after that, and I always liked young Mayworth as a jovial associate,
although his habits were those of a fast Londoner
who expends His income before it is earned.
There was a merry party at ,Mayworth Grance
for George Mayworth was the sort of a host t~
gather a gay co111-pany around him; and as a ce1-tain
Mrs. Petrau, of uncertain ag~ and long-standing widowhood, did the honors as housekeeper, the fair
sex was well represented at the Grange by Miss
Mabel Mowry, a young heiress, Mrs. Matraw, her
aunt, and the Berton sisters, a couple of charming
girls from Kensington.
Dick Lamb, the artist, Frank Ryan, of the London Scorcher, and several theatrical gentlemen and
a se1:sational novelist, with myself, formed the 'male
·
portion of the company.
the belle
was
heiress,
Miss Mabel Mowry, the
of the Grange, and although all the gentlemen except myself were more than half in love with her,
George Mayworth seemed to have the inside track.
I had not been at the Grange many days when it
was whispered about among the guests that George
Mayworth was engaged.
One day we were all invited to a fox-hunt: and
among the gay party of ladies and gentlemen from

all the countryside there was one haug~1ty and stately girl who impressed me strangely at first sight.
I was presented to this young lady, whose name
was Florinell Fordyce-"Fair Florinell, the dashing
huntress," she was called, for she was very fond of
the chase, seldom missed a fox-hunt, and being the
most dashing and daring horsewoman in the country, she was always in at the death.
Toney Tavis, a good-natured young fellow, seeing
my interest in the dashing huntress, volunteered to
say, as we rode at an easy canter across the downs:
"Yes; Miss Florinell is a beauty and a riddle at
You see, she was a long time bethe same time.
Richard -Mayworth's secretary.
old
death
fore his
Since old Richard Mayworth's death, although she
could not have had more than a couple of hundred
pounds at the time he .died, supposing she had saved
all she possibly could from her salary, she has bought
and paid for a neat place worth eight thousand
pounds, and she has a pair of fine horses in the
stable beside the hunter she rides to-day.
Several times, as we rode homeward, I detected
Miss Florinell regarding George Mayworth with a
look full of menace but her glances were swift and
covert.
Before the party separated I had come to the con.
clusion that there was indeed a mystery about Fair
Florinell, and one which in some way concerned
my host, George Mayworth.
I reflected, and I thought perhaps she disliked
George because he inherited the old man's fortune
which it might be she had plotted to obtain possession of.
It soon became evident to me that she regarded
me with aversion, which, if I was not much mistaken, seemed very much like fear.
One mild October morning I started out in my
hunting costume, and with my gun on my shoulder.
I had gained the woods beside the road, and the
bird dog was crouching at my feet, waiting for the
word to start him on the hunt, when suddenly the
animal started and uttered a quick bark. At the
same moment the sound of a pistol shot and a
woman's scream reached my ears.
I heard the sound of horse's hoofs, and the next
moment a riderless steed dashed by me at headlong
speed, and evidently wild with fright.
Rounding a bend in the road I came in sight of
Fair Florinell. The dashing huntress was reclining
upon a moss-grown bank by the roadside.
At that moment I was approaching the young
lady, I heard the sound of wheels, and the village
surgeon, Dr. Amboy, drove up.
As the physician reached her, Florinell started up
to a sitting position, but she uttered a stifled gro::;.n
as she did so, and kept her right hand concealed
in the folds of her dress.
"What has occurred?" .asked the doctor.
"I was thrown from my horse and inj ure.d my
hand," she replied.
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"Let me see it," said I, and despite an evident
wish to prevent its exposure, I impulsively caught
her right hand in both of my own, while the doctor
looked down upon it.
"Good Heavens, what is the meaning of this?"
the physician exclaimed, as he saw her hand. "You
have been shot. That wound in your hand, young
lady, was made by a pistol ball!"
"I think a chance of accidental shot from some
hunter in the woods struck me."
With the explanation we we;re forced to be content, although we knew very well she was keeping
something back, and that sportsmen did not hunt
with pistols as a general thing.
When good Dr. Amboy had finished his ministrations, and, like a good Samaritan, had departed on
his way, I offered my own arm and begged leave
to escort the dashing huntress to her home, which
was in sight beyound the meadow below the wood.
"Thank you. I will accept your arm, for I have
something of the greatest importance to say to you.
This occurrence of this morning has decided me, and
I will keep the secret no longer. It is in your professional capacity as a detective that I now address
you, and I have a strange story to tell-a startling
revelation to make," said Miss Florinell.
"I am ready to hear it, and if I can se1·ve you in
any way I will do so," I said.
"Thank you," she replied; and then, as we slowly
crossed the meadow, arm in arm, she said:
"Before I was employed by the late Richard Mayworth I resided in London, where I met and fell in
love with George Mayworth, who promised to make
me his wife. It was at his instigation that I accepted the situation of secretary to his uncle Richard. I did not know what his plot really was at
that time, for he said he wanted me to win the
good will of his uncle, so that when I became his
wife, although I was a poor girl, old Richard would
not be angry at our union. This was not George
Mayworth's real plan. That was not all the object
he had in inducing me to became a member of his
No-no, George Mayworth
uncle's household.
meant to tempt me to commit a dreadful crime."
She paused for a moment, and I waited in breathless interest to hear more.
"Time passed on, and I learned that Richard Mayworth meant to disinherit his nephew George, my
affianced husband and then George came to me and
said: 'When my uncle is dead you shall be my wife.'
and he placed a package marked 'Arsenic' in my
hand. Yes, George tempted me to poison his uncle.
He knew that I would make any sacrifce to become
an, honorable wife, for I had loved him better than
all the world, and I had heard that of late it was
whispered that Mabel Mowry, the heiress, was to
become his bride.''
"I threw the poison from me, and I said I would
have no hand in a murder.
"Then George flew into a terrible passion, and
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vowed I should never be his wife, and that he would
do the work himself. He struck me down at his
feet. His cruel blow deprived me of consciousness.
"When I regained my senses he was gone, but
the servants told me he had entered the room in
which his uncle, who was ailing then, was sleeping
I rushed into Richard l\fayworth's apartment, and
I saw that a glass of wine which I had left standing beside his bed had been drained, and the old
gentleman told me he had drank it, that it had been
placed to his lips by George.
"George took his gun and left the house before
I recovered from his blow, and when he returned
his uncle was dead.
"Now I wish you to disinter the body of Richard
Mayworth and examine the stomach of the deceased
for I believe that he died of arsenic poisoning, and
that you will find trace of the drug yet remaining.
if you do, my evidence, coupled with that of the
servants, should convict George Mayworth. He has
betrayed me, and he means to make Mabel Mowry
his wife.
"Yesterday I threatened him with exposurethreatened to tell that I suspected he murdered his
uncle, and this morning he attempted to take my
life; for he it was who fired the pistol shot which
wounded me in the hand, although he intended it
for my heart.''
Thus she concluded.
I was more than surprised, but it was my duty
to investigate this matter, and I promised to do
so.
When I left her at her own house, Fair Florinell
said:
"If my evidence can accompiish it, George Mayworth shall hang. He shall feel the vengeance of a
wronged woman!"
I had the body of Richard Wayworth disinterred,
and an analysis of the stomach did reveal a quantity
of arsenic.
George Mayworth was arrested by another detective to whom I transferred the case, and brought
to trial; but the jury failed to convict him, although
there was at the time no doubt in my mind that
he was guilty.
Fair Florinell disappeared, and it was said she
returned to London.
Although his money cleared him, public sentiment ~s against George Mayworth, and Miss
Mowry refused him. He was ostracised by the
county people, and a miserable man, upon whom
rested the dark cloud of a terrible suspicion, he
fled from his native land, only to die a miserable
death a few years later in New Orleans.
On his death-bed he acknowledged his guilt, and
left all his fortune to Fair Florinell, as all the reparation he could make her.
Fair Florinell became the wife of Dick Lamb,
the artist, and they live happily in Mayfair Terrace, London.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

upon to deal with a new form of drinking-the
drinking of bay rum-which some of the topers
have adopted as a beverage through their inability
to secure intoxicating liquors. In these towns the
sales of bay rum at the drug stores have recently
shown large increase and the police departments
now are maintaining a watch with the object of
reducing such sales and preventing bay rum falling into the hands of drinking men in unusual quantities. The demand for bay rmn became so grnat
that rather than be annoyed further the proprietor
of one of the drug stores of Mitchell, Iowa, voluntarily refused to sell any more of the liquid, although there is 110 legal restriction against it.

·GRINS

AND

CHUCKLES

Willie-Paw, what is the breath of suspicion?"
Paw-The one that has gloves on, my son.

"Have a good time at the masquerade ball?" ''You
I was made up so my wife didn't know me."
bet.
Fio-ures just published by the Sanitary B ureau
of t he Department of Health of New York City
She-Soldiers must be fearfuYly dishonest. Heshow that for the period from March, 1917, to the
it seems a nightLy occurrence for a sentry to
Well,
present time there was a decrease of 2,664 occuof his watch.
relieved
be
pied horse stables in the city, with a decrease of
32 000 in the number of horses. The census taken
She (after his proposal)-Did you ever say anythis year shows the number of horses now in the city
thing like this to a girl before? He-Heavens! You
to be about 75,000.
don't suppose it could be done like that the first time,
Vice Admiral Von Capelle, former Minister of do you?
"You make life a harde:::i. to me," said the busy
the Navy, recently told the Assembly committee th at
810 submarines were built by Germany before a nd man to the persistent life insurance agent. "In that
dur ing the war. Of course, 45 were built before th e case you can't take out this policy any too soon."
war1 186 during the administration of Von Tirpitz,
and 579 were built under the Capelle administration
"Little girls should be seen and not heard, Ethel."
of two and one-half years. Asked what was the ex- "I know, mamma; but if I'm going to be a lady when
act purpose of the submarine campaign against I grow up, I've got to begin practising talking some
England, the Admiral said that he had believed that time, you know."
by unrestricted use of these craft he could force England t o a "usable peace" within five months' time.
"Yes, I was awfully fond of that girl, and I believed her to be perfect; but I saw something about
It is announced that a British concern which has her last night that made me ill." "What was that?"
acquired an extensive concession in Spitsbergen "Another fellow's arm."
•
•
- - - - .- •
plans to establish a large sanatorium in that Ultµna 1
1
Thule of Europe. It will be especially designed for 1 Mary "Yas taKmg a bath m t~e tub and h~tle"s1ster
consumptives, as the air is said to have a bracing was h~lpmg h~r, when she e~:1!edly called. ,Ju:11p
quality, making it favorable for other clas,~es of in- dout qt~~k, ~a1y 1··thTt~ stopfe1 ,,is out and you II rnn
e wa er.
valids. Presumably the sanatorium will be inhab- own e pipe Wl
ited only during the summer months. A warm maAs the pleasant-faced woman passed the corner
r ine current gives to the west coast of Spitsbergen
a r emarkably mild climate for its latitude. At Harris touched his hat to her and remarked to his
Green Harbor, where a Norwegian meteorological companion: "Ah, my boy, I owe a great deal to that
observatory has been in operation for some years, woman." "Your mother?" was the query. "No; my
providing daily reports by wireless to the weather landlady."
services of Europe, the average maximum summer
temperature · is 52 degrees Fahrenheit.
Mrs. Slimson-Here, Willie, while I am away I'm
going to give you the key to the pantry, just to show
The police department of some of the "dry" you I can trust you. Willie (proudly)-I don' t need
towns of South Dakota have recently been called it, mamma, I can pick that lock any day.
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ITEMS OF GENE~RAL INTEREST
•
a chicken would be a fair average for ihe sand and
gravel, or about twenty-five tons for the' entire 50,000. Paying for this sand and gravel at the 1·ate
charged for chicl~ens, it would han\ co:c;t the peaple
of New York $1G,000.
The chickt'ns will not be permiUed on the New
York markets until they have reduced weight. 1\Ir.
O'Mallev said it was the custom among some to
starve i1oultry until just before it reaches New
York. The fowls are then feJ. bran mixed with
sand, gravel and red pepper. The red pepper mal~es
TO MODERNIZE THE ESKIMO
Eskimos of the Pribiloff Islands may soon discard them thirsty, and to the sand and gravel the ~h1ctheir snow igloos for concrete huts, acco1·ding to kens add large quantities of water to the overweight.
H. D. Allen of the United States Bureau of Fish- Mr. O'Malley says he will see that the practice ends.
eries, who anived at Seattle, recently from the Government sealing station on the islands.
NEW 'fHINGS
l\Ir. Allrn said the snow houses sometimes do notl
To convert a dining table into one f ~r billiards a
stan~ up under the bitin_g winds th_at sweep off the
Beh:mg Sea. _If the ~ndians t~ke kmdly to the sug-. sectional rim has been patented, to be put in place
geshon regar?mg their new wmter homes, fifty con- over a table cloth and its padded lining.
__
crete huts will be put up ne.·t year by the Government.
A patent has been issued for a cigar with a holder
included in its tip when made, of sufficiently inexWASHING CARPETS ELECTRICALLY
pensive material to be thrO\vn away after use.
A newly-developed electrical carpet washer makes
possible the washing of carpets without taking them
In the present ce:1tary the value of natural gas
off the floor. In fact, two hours after the machine used in the United States annually has risen from
has passed over the carpet the latter is ready for $27,000,000 to $142,000,000 and still is rising.
use. No water touches the rug or carpet. Instead
a warm "sudsy" cleaning compound is scrubbed
Archaeologists contend that drawings of human
down to the bottom of the nap so as to clean every beings and animals in ancient caves in Fi·ance prove
fibre thoroughly and take out all dirt or grit. Two than man was 1·ight-handed as long ago as the
b1·ushes, made of soft, yielding rubber, are oscillated stone age.
by an electric motor 500 times a minute, thus, the
maker dedarcs, duplicating the scrubbing motion
of the human hand. The soap compound which is . Numerous advantages are claimed for a recently
used by the carpet washer is said to contain no patented watch that has a clamp to fasten it to a
telephone.
harmful chemicals or animal fats.
MAN TOSSED BY BULL
Gored, rolled and tossed over the fence by an enraged bull was J. C. Stevenson's experience. The
animal escaped from the pasture, attacked Steven~
son at his farm west of Newai·k, Ohio, rolled him
toward the fence, then • icked the victim up' with
his horns and pitched hii,1 over the fence. Stevenson's arm was broken and his body gashed but he
will recover.

GRAVEL FED TO CHICKENS
New Yorkers pay millions a year for the sand
and gravel that is fed to chickens to make them
heavier, according to Market Commissioner Edwin
, J. O'Malley, who announced the other day that he
had taken the first steps toward stopping it by
having condemned 50,000 live chickens, eight carloads.
These cl1ickens arrived in Jersey City for the
market, and the extraordinary expansion of thefr
chests gave them a fine appearance. Inspector John
F. Doyle became suspicious and investigated. At
the Board of Health it was discovered that one of
the chickens had a pound and a quarter of sand
and gravel in its crop. Others had a pound and
some a pound and a half.
Commissioner O'Malley estimated about a pound

Injections of turpentine can be used to preserve
wood from insects.
Alcohol ~q being made from calcium carbide at a
rate of abo t 12,000,000 gallons a year at a Swiss
plant.

A judges stand for race tracks that is revolved
by an electl'ic motor is the idea of a Kentucky inventor.
For use where cunent is not available a ceiling
electric light operated by a dry battery has been
invented.

An electric soldering device has been invented that
can be operated with an automobile storage battery.

T~
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GOOD READING
PKRSONAL

• GGS-_Hilda. ls very ill_ owing to your absence from home. Return.
ml! be fo1·gtven. Write, letting us know how you ai·e.

~:l.Y{{)tng

HIS INTENTION S ALL RIGHT.
Thirty-six years ago, Charles Mosby, now a local
jeweller in Batesville, Ark., extended credit to a
negro, then in his employ, for a ring which the negro
wisher to give to his bride. Soon afterward Mr.
Mosby moved to one town and the negro to another,
and the negro did not pay for the ring. Recently
the negro came to Batesville, hunted up Mr. Mosby
and offered to pay for the wedding ring which his
wife had been wearing for thirty-six years. Mr.
Mosby refused to accept the money, but instead gave
the negro another ring as a reward for his good
intentions.
LITTLE GIRL'S DREAM ENDS WITH A
REWARD.
Mary, eleven years of age, was the wealthiest
little girl in Sharon, Pa., for just one week. Her
dreams ended late one day when, questioned by police, she admitted that on Nov. 14 she had ·found a
package containing $4,270, the life savings of Mr.
and Mrs. George Dzuruiak, which the woman lost,
the money falling from an apron pocket.
The girl found the package a few minutes later,
ran to her home, hid the bills in the cellar and
placed thirty-four gold pieces in an electric flashlight.
. But a Sharon business man, who saw the girl
pick up the package, told the police.
Mary, however, will receive a reward of $200.

LOSES BEAUTIFUL HAIR
Manhattan, Kan., no longer believes that clothes
make the man. It is a certainty that it is the hair
that does it. At least it seems that when the hair
disappears the man does likewise.
A Manhattan cigar merchant, who drew both
girls and boys into his cigar store by his attractive
black hair, parted in the middle and combed back
sleek, started a fight recently with a man who came
into his store. In the fight the man grabbed the
cigar merchant's hair.
The wig lifted from the merchant's head and the
merchant made a dash for the rear of his store. As
a souvenir the man took the wig with him and now
a boycott has been placed on the merchant.

SCENARIOS
How to Write Them
60 LESSONS Price 35c Per Copy 60 LESSONS
This. handsome publication. contains 64 pages of
reading matter. It was written by one of the most
expert scenario writers in the world. Every known
angle of scenario writing is explained. It teaches
everything necessary to write salable scenarios.
For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
If you. cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35
cents, m money or postage stamps, and we will mail
you one, postage free. Address:
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Av., New York, N. Y.

INE" "Movine
ERY MAGAZ
''MYSTSEMI-MONTHL
Y. 10 CENTS A COPY
PUBLISHED
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-Great
Authors-Famou s Artists-Fine Presswork

It contains exciting and mysterious detective stcxies, sketches,
matter
novelettes. senuls and a large amount of other interestin~
0
•
Order a eopy from this list.
-LATEST ISSUES-·
No.
No,
37 A DROP OF INl>:, by Lieut.

Robert W. Warden.
38 THE TEN DOCTQR.IS, 1111
Allan Arnold Fox.
39 'l'HE STAIN ON PAGE 61,
by Charles T. Jordan.
40 THE MASKED MYSTERY,
ey Pollce Ser&-eant Kelly.
H THE BLACK SOUL, by
Beulah Poynter.
42 SANCTUARY, by William
Hamilton Osborne.
43 THE MYSTERY OF THE
by
SHADOWS,
SEVE:-S
Charles F. Oursler.
DRA•
THE
OF
SIGN
41 THE
GON. by C. Martin Eddy,
Jr.

45 "THE MAGIC OF DETEC·
TIVE WOO FANG," by
Frank Whitfield.
46 THE DECOY.. by William
Hamilton Osh1Jrne.
WITH 30
HOUSl~
47 THE
STEPS, by R.a.Jph D. Porter.
CL OCK
TI:Uil
48 WHEN
STRUCK 13, by Dr. Harry
Enton.
49 A PIECE Oll' BLOTTING
PAPER, by D1Jrothy Weber.
50 THEJ $200,000 MYS'.rERY, by
Ethel Roselll!ln.
61 "THE CASE OF DOCTOR
BRICE." by .Mary R. P.
Hatch.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 52 is
"THE PHANTOM MOTOR," by Laura Reid Montgomery
1,'RA..."l"K TOUSEY, Publisher, 108 W. ZSd St., New York Cjty,

Pict11restories''

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photo plays and Players

PRICE SEVEN CENTS PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. <Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits

of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Each number contalns Five Stories of the Best Films on the
Screens-Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the PlaYfl-lnteresting
Articles About Prominent People in the Film.s-Dolngs ot
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and ,Vbile Plcture-makin~•
Lessons in Scenario Writing.
THIS LITTLE IIIAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUB
MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SI111ILAR PUB·
LICATJON ON THE l\lARK.ETI

Its authors are tbe very best that money cnn procure· !ts
profuse illustrations are exquisite, and Its special nrticle~ ar~ by
the greatest experts in their partkular line.
Buy a copy Now from your newsdealer, or send us 7 cents In
money or postage stamps, and we will mall you any number
you desire.

HARRY E. W0LFF, Pab., 166 W. 234 St., New York City

Boys' and Girls' At to

DDEE

A Real Auto With a G Horse-Power Engine
.
This classy racer will do anything a J[' ft
0

~

0

full-sized car will do because it is built

,

Hko a real automobile. It will even go wher-e a big
car can•t i;o. For it bas a.narrow trc.n.d so you can
drive o.nywhcre-tbra forest-up 1an<'s-nnywhere
you could ride a Licyclc. Y ct yon need not takethcciust

from anyone, Tlll!S CLASSY

CAR CAN :CE YOURS

0

FDR

THIS

MJi/lETB 11111/R M!EASIIRE

All OOLS~

Don 't Jay down i.hi:11 mnnzfoe until
:,nu have matlad me your name and
e ddr,us. n, doin,a thi9 yot. wit! iret
f ull ioformatioz:t by rotorn mail to,IJ.
i ll.8' t.!xacUy bow ,ou ca~ cat this
wox:derful br,ya' and v,-!?-!a' auto
wilhor:L it epetir.c J'OO ->no ce..-it.
Send tode7-Qui..:kly. Co: t.bc first. _ __

JING

Calendars for 1920
&nd name andaddr«s fo r ,3 of the
mosr beautiful (jood Lu,k Calcnda,sand
e,l[rt sc~uu. in colors. They sell for 15
cts. and 2octs. 1ik~ .le.mon3'!e at a circus.

In keeping your bowels regu lar do nnt

becomo aU.!.!kted to W('llkenl.u: p14rsrath-PS

or minern t Ju:atves: J:.Bt try

saft1.

v,emlc,

wholcsotth'.

Kono1..1,x;

l!f':;t and

go~! •

tuthest. Obtatnahlo at b~J" d:u.""&i:st.~. cver.rn-hert_. Ko1olax fs re:iet 1tit rna~jy ailments.

J

fucJuolrii; t·ot1stlr,:,ticn,
headaches. dizzy
ueJJs. belchlr.11, ga!!, hf"Uthurn . torpid ll·,e::Lad breath, 11er.-ous1u!ss. d.v-:.peosJa, tndlzn~
tlou. ol.ie:Ut.7. llll·!lta! r.ntl r 1S31Ml dulJn~n.

for our b ig c:a f.aiog and specia l o.t,en .
Select f rom 4.J styl~s, colors 4Dd si: e1
in t h e •·nANGE R., Jina.
.
IEA5Y PAY M iar•'l"s if desired, at a

·

BIG VALUE for IO Gts.
'
~

Loftis Solitaire
Diamond Cluster Ring
llas the exact arpearani:e of
f3rge handsome Sclitaire
Dimr.ond t!tat would cost three
a

or fcur tlmes as much..

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
:ro~!

~S;;;:c=-'"'!il'-:.:'!t f.~A.fa.~~,'!:icfcfe~P~::'t.

~ 1'o
f", ~~,

.

6 Songs, words and musk; 2G Pietur~s Pretty Girls;40 Ways t o Mal.:e
'\!onev; 1 Joke 'Boo!:; 1 Buok 011
Lorn;°! l\Iagk Book; 1 Rook Letter
\\'dLing; 1 Dream Book and Fortnne Teller; l Cook liock; l B:1se
Ball Book, gives rules for gamts; l
Toy Maker Book; I,,.ngu,ge o f
F lowHs; l Morse'rele~rarhAlphaLct; 1~ Chfruical Expcrimer,ts;
~fagic Ar:e Table; Great Nort h Pole

l.._at:ie; 100 Couund.rums; 3 Puzzles ;

12 Games; ;;o Verses for Autog:ai,h Albums.
All
th" abo\'e by 1,iail for 10 eta. a:itl 2 ch. postage.
ltOY..U. SALES t;O., Box %0 , South l'i orwalk, Conn.

an ndvancc ov~1.· oar Re&War li'uc ..

to¥o~~!~:!tc:1ofJic;;· buv w itboJ1t

g et ting our la.ttst propoaitiomt aad

f'-l' ci:or,1--t o-Rlde r p1·ices .
Bova, ht, a •·Rider A!C•nt" and
roake bi:.? mon1;:y t e.long or dt-t!
f or bicycles a nd s upp lies. Get our
libtral terms on a sa mple to i ntruduce the new "RANGEft 0

•

Tires . cq uipr.ttf'nt . s undries a-nd
everythi ng in the b icycle Jine at
hal.fui,;-u,:! p,-tces. W rit• to day.

HEAD
lfl

CVCLE COMPANY
Dept. SlbS Chica~o

REAL P]iONOGRAPH FREE
Beautifully fi nished, nickel winding
crank, spring motor, speed reg-ulator1

stop lever. N ew improved souna
box with mica diaphragm-

makes perfec t rcl_)roductions of
all kinds of music, A marvelous machine in every way.
Delishtc<l i housancb ot home,.

SEND NO MONEY

Juri; your nti,ll'\G:, and we will se•d
you 2! of our Art .Picture• to dlsp oso of. on special ofter at 26c

. r::~n~e:.: :·utha:n~ it~: :!;
improved E. D. L. Phonogupb.
and a aelectlon ot 0 .records fre11.

E. D. UFE, Dept. 1T46 CHICAGO

THROW YOUR VOICE

I.ea rn to throw your voice into a trunk,
under the bed or anywhere. I,ots of FUN
foolinc the '1'ea che r, Policeman or Friends.

THE VENTRILO

A little instrument that fits in the month out
o f s ight used in conjunction with above for
bird calls , d e. Anyo ne can u se it. NEVER
F.UI,S. A 32-page book on Ve ntriloquism sent
whh the Ventrilo for lOo (coin) and 2c
postage.
Al so large catalogue of tricks,
ROY NOV, CO,, Box ~9, S.ut}l Norwalk, Coon.

How' Drun

TOO FAT?
Reduce 10 to

eo

lbs., or more

und•r $100

G e ARA NTF.~ Uy h or-aJ n sys tem.' Obtain OIi
of l<ere,1 n a t an:r basr drug ~tore : or write for
fi:84, !:l.rc~t,urt:i to K ureln Co.. 1'L·60 1. Station F,
Become tl ~nder bv best
.New 1ork \. Hy.
m tstholl. N o s9: it s. t:.o tt1)'1"o! U. uo starving, no
l.)4)J l1'htfu lly easy. rapid
t titll"u~ t:'.'l:'.: •i·t'1:uui:.

tt"d uchun: 1m ~ o'les health. symmetry efficiency·
ADD Y~f\R:') 'J O YOl' lt I . JFE! B~tu:ne th t,i
ond

rtv1a111

••I

REDUCE WEIGHT HAPPILY!

ENERGY AND
·N RAVE
BE Astrengthens
AMIITION TO DO THINGS
.
every muscle and organ
~

F.nervlne
in the body, wll! give you Health, Vim &
Vigor. One month's treatment maileu seeleu
for $2.00. Money back it not satisfied. Wrltc
for pa rticular~.
Enervine Co,, R -1000 S. Grove, Oak Park. Ill,

Tb'.!H 18 Pleturea tell their own~Stor:r. Even a Child

o,m

understand Them.

HABIT IN 72 HOURS!
CONQUER DRINK
1
sar!nlo~:le':U "iE;e~r,. ,i~:. tJ!•._ersu11l5.i f i~c 8YV1~h8 t: ~:}~~~; ~!l~f!?.~:::.~~!n~i,e,;
yon can save yourself or &not11er
lly my
the
aud wonderClll(y
0

0

hcsfr,11.
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craving
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A Method
few hourn and the he.'\lth m1proveener:r minuter

An aston•
vorson. The craTlnll bell'lns to dJ.appe.'U' 1n a
Also,. I supp_\]' my_ 11 Jdethod 1rhereby the DRUNKARD
ishlni::; ~nd lastlnir transfonnntlon l
1'be .l"'raon
MA\' BK _BAV~D W I THO UT HIS KJ'IOWLEDGE 1o.!elz. and speed!lt_

SOON

BECJNS

TO

DETEST

SMELL

OR

Ov

TAS1'E

LIQUOR

<10:1pi111a·tbe •tntl, and notbini: oan lndnoe him to drink It. Any wife, mothel' or fr iend ran

i~v:~;~M rar:E:tr~r:: ~~~irc~~Y~:e \~~r~~~·h"'n~;!'lr'o~~~~~fil::t~~~· tbl~~e~~~·~~~:irs~tOtten uuJ7
0

My Book Oo7'/ru,o,u qf an ,,1/rohol .Sla•c tel11 how I was a heavy drinker for many yoara and waa marvelouelJ
treed from thedl'lnl< h&blt; It e:,;plsl111 how tbe 1&me Joy can come to every other drlnk3r. My Method 11 tbe moat
suecc,sful In the worlll. It 11 IM !owe,& prlc-ed Treatment with GUAUANTEE. Oft.en ouccced.8 after all
ona of testimonial• from - n a wlllln11 to have thetr tlAm .. and &ddre1.1e1 publ1ehed, ao
o:~en fall.

E(l

?.tu~:t":/ J~!~:""'~n\~ \~~'l't', n!
E
FR
l~l~J~: EDWARD J. WOODS, '
10

1

"END YOUR
RHEUMATISM

-

Like I Did Mine"--8ays Pastor
Reed-Wife Also Rid

-

of Neuritia

1

t~~nT'cf.1l~\.ef~i~~

~~A:.e:o~~Y bo:_~~ gJ
wucb he drfuko. Coneupondence strictly oo~Sentlal, I can answer &I ,Yell by:
mall aa 1f you call. Wr!Ce todll.l7 If ~ua. e&11; keep th11 adv. and 1bo,r other1 In need of

DK 103,

Station F, Hew York, ii, Y~

NOT/08.-Woodr Jf,tAotlfor ••nou.,.,ng ,rt,11.t 11<10,:, IS #<Ur1trl 011 p1t11,ic1a111 and uptr/1 of .Amenca GIid
Er,1-opc iu tllil IIV•t.tut, b1l,1><rf1<1l111al• r,--.,. Mr. Wood,' Ir~• e,.,,1; of/tn changu dc,z,a,r toJ~vt

THROW YOUR ·VOIOE

I.earn to throw your voice into a
trunk, under the bed, outin the hall
or anywhere. I,ots of FUN fooling
the TeacberJ Janitor, Policeman or
Friends, Tne VENTRII,O is a little instrun,enl that fits into the
mouth out of sight. Anyone can
use it. Never Fails. A 82 page book
on VENTRILOQUISM sent with
,
tlle Ven.trilo for 10 c:ta. and 2 c:ta. postage.
,

~

Kaiser's Dream

''l"

''Don't D-OUeve That Old Jfumb11s A.be•t
'Uric Acid' Bslni: the C&UH of Rbewiu.-

Uam-It'• Not Sol"

HOW TO MAKE LOVE

(NEW BOOK) Tel11 how to Gel
}.cquaiuted; How to Boi:in Courtship
How to Court a Baanful Girl; to Woo a
Widow; to wfa an Heiress; how to catch
a Rich Bachelor; how to maoaie your
beau tom~lrohlmrropoae;how to make
yourfelloworiir loveyou;whattoda
before and after the weddiq,:. Tells
other things necessary for I.over3 ta
l:now, s~mpl~ cop_y bv mall 10 eeau.
ltijUL DOOi: '10., B~ t, uo. lionralk. ()ou,

l'Jmpbatkally cuert!r,Jt" that tho11un4•
of nnt~1·tunde 11,1trerers have ll>een led tuto
takln a wrong truntmeut11 under the old
and fals>t belief that "Ur ic Acid" cau1e•
rhenm:..tlam, Pastor IT. \T. ~ d says;"I had sntrend agony !or years trom
r!Jenmntlsm aud assoel~ted disordera, and
Mrs. Rf'ed w es tortur11J wlth the demon
peurlt4.s slm oRt beyond endurance. We bAd
r<!~d and t::l~ed go 1:1u~h about 'Uric Ac\d'
u,at our mtn,11 r.eeme-d poisoned. Bnt the
'Inner Mysteries at Rboumnt!.sm' made .It;......·
111!1 clear to u~. IUld now we are both free
tre m 1nlls-ring o.nd ml6ery we endured 10
many yean. I believe I wu tbe hardest
m"-n in the world to conTel't l For me to
discard the old 'Uric Acid' tb&0ry, and
what I now know te 'be absolutely tal1e,
for the new, actent!flc un,for-.;tandln,: ot
the cau8e and cure of rheumnthm, waa
like aakinl{ me to ch~n~e my rellgiou11 beliefs. But I did <-han;c, and it was a
fortunate day !or me a:iid min11 when I
dld 88,"
NOTE.-The Inner Myaterles ot Rbeumntlam referred to above by Pastor Re!ld
lays bare facts about rheumatism and lta
associnted disorders overlooked by d~~tore
and srlentlsts for centurlei JlaRt. It la a
work that should be In the h,nd• et every
man or woman who hns tbe slightest aymptona of rheumatism, neuritis, l'.!mbago or
gout. Anyone wbe sends nnme and address to II. P. Clearwater, 634 D atre.t,
Hallewell, Malne, will reC"eive It by ma11,
pestaze paid, and a hsolutely free. Send
now, lilst you for.ret the address! It not a
•utterer, cut out thla &Dn<>1111cemen~ u4
hand It to 11ome a!t'!~ted frle,,da.,

I
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-LATEST ISSUES875 Youn;; -Wiltl ~est and the Gila Girl; or, Arletta and the Out·
law Queen.
876 Youni:; Wild West's Raid in the Rockies; or. Grilling the
Gulch Gang.
877 Young Wild West and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, -Arietta
and the Dead Line.
878 'Young Wild West and "Slippery Simon"; or, Trailing an
Outlaw Kini;.
879 Young Wnd West Saving the Soldiers; or, Arietta's Great Ride,
880. Young Wilcl West's Cowboy Camp; or, The Trull That Led
to a Trap.
881 Young Wild W-est's Straight Shot; or, Arletta and the Train·wreckers.
882 Young Wild West .After the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
the R!'scrvation.
883 Young Wild West Beating the Boomers; or, How Arletta Exposed a Fraud.
884 Young Wild w·est and ''Monte Mack"; or, The Girl of Golden
Gulch.
8S5 Young Wild West and the Silver Seekers; or, Arletta's "Hot
Lead Sance.''
For sale h.v all newsdeale.rs, or will be sent to any address on

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

880 Young Wild West's Lively Lasso; and, How it Corra led the
Cowboy Crooks.
887 Yonuo: Wild West at Greaser Gulch; er, Arietta and the
l\[nskPd Mexicans.
8S8 Young Wild West and the Cavalry King; or, The Race With
a Rival Rider.
889 Young \Vilcl West and the Sioux Sca'pers; or. How Arietta
Saved Iler Life.
800 Young "'ild West and the Rival Scouts; or, the Raid of the
Cowboy Gang.
891 Young Wild West's Box or Bullion; or, Arletta and the Overland Robbi>rs.
802 Young ,vn,1 West's Bareback Beat; or, The Boss of the
Broncho Busters.
893 Young Wlld West at Fire Illll; or, Ilow Arietta Saved the Flag.
80-! Young Wild West and the Greaser Giant; or, Mexican l\like's
Mistake.
8!l5 Young Wild West nt Skeleton Ranch; or, Arietta and the
D.-ath 'l'rnp.
8!10 Young Wild West's Gold Grip; nod How He Held the Claim.
807 Young Wild West and the Gray Gang; or, Arietta's Daring
Device.
808 Yonng Wlld West at Lonesome Licks; or, The Phantom of
Pilgrim's Pass.
receipt of price, 6 ~ents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

/-

166 West 23d St., New :York.

IF· YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers,. they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weeklies will be sent to you by return

mail.

POSTAGE STAMP.S TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.

=============================================
EN-CENT HAND BOOKS
OUR
No. 46, HOW TO JlfAKE .A,....,,D USE ELECNo. 60. HOW TO fECOME A PHOTOGTRICITY.-A de-scription of the wonderful RAPill<}R.-Containin
useful i11formation
n~es of electricity an<l electro magnetism; to- regarding the Camern an<l how to work lt;
g0ther with tun instructions for making nlso how to make Photographic Magic LanEle~trk To:vs, Batteries, etc. By George tern RUdes and other Trallspurencies. HandTrebel, A.M:, M.D. Containing over fifty il- somely illustrated.
lustrutlons.
No. 62.
~row TO DECOl\fE A WEST
No. 47. now TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT .llIILJTARY CADE'.f.-FJ:tplalns hnw
nIUVE A HORSE.-A complete trentise on to gain admtttance, course ,,f Study, Exam'tlle horse. Descrllling the most usefnl horsPs 1,ations. Duties, St,1ff ot OIIicers, Post Guard.
for busiliess, tbe best horses for the road; Police Regulatious, Fire I,>cpartment, and all
also vnluable recipes for diseases peculiar to a hoy should, know to be a cadet. By Lu
the horse.
Sennreus.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 63. HOW TO BECO:llE A NAVAL
CA::-.OES.-A handy book for boys, contain- (' UH~T.--Complete !nstrud ions or how to
Ing full direction,; for constructing canoes ic:.in admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadand the most popnlar manner of sullln::; NHY. Also coutalllir,g t!1e coun,e of Jnstru,•them. .Fully illnstrated.
th•1. description of grounds and bulldings.
No. 40. HOW TO DEBATE.-Givlnit rulf-s lbtnrlcal sketch, nnrl ernrytMng a hoy
for condnctiug del,ates, outlines for debatns, should know to become an officer 1n t4e
questions for discussion, and the b,'"\ United Stutes 1',avy. Ily Lu Scnarens.
sources for procuring information on tbe
No. 6.J. HOW TO IIIAKE lc'LECTR!CAL
question given
MAC!UXES.-Containlng full directions for
No 50. JI()W TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machines, Induction Mils,
ANI:i!ALS.-A valuable book, givlllg iustruc- d;·namoR, and many novel toy~ to be work~,]
tlons in C'ollecting, preparing, 1nountlug and hy electricity_ By R. A. R Bennet. l!'ully
preserving hlrds, animals and insects.
illustrated.
No. 51. IIOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
No. 65. MULDOON'S :JOKES.-The most
CAI:,DS.-Containing explanations o! n,e orl::dnal joke book ever published, and it ls
general principles of sleight-0f-hand appll- brimful of wit and humor. lt contnins a
,-able to card tricks; of card tricks with Jar:;e collection of son.ll's, jokes. comtndrums,
ordinary cards, and not requiring- sleight- etc., of Terrence l\!uldoon. the great wit, :Pu~
of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand. morlst, and practical joker of the day.
or the use of specially prepared car,ls. Il·
No. f.6. now TO DO PUZZLES.-ConJustrated.
taining- over three hnnclred lntercstlag- puzNo. 5~. now TO PLAY CARDS.-Glvtng xJcs an<l conundrums. with key to same. A
the rules and full directions for playing- complete book. Fully illustrated.
J<;uchre,
Cribbage,
Casino,
Forty-Five,
No. 67.
HO'W TO DO ELECTRICAL
nounce, Petlro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction •.ri:1CRS.-Coutaining a large colleetion of
Pitch, All Fours, and many otber popular in~tructi,•e and liighly amnRing electrical
games of cards.
tricks, I ogether with 11Justrations. By A.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
wonc'lerful llttle book, telling you how to
No. 6s.
now TO DO CKEi\ITCAL
wrlte to :vour sweetbeart. your father. moth- TRICKS.-Containing over 000 'Jrnndrerl
er. sister, brother, employer·, nnd, in fact, llighl.v amusing and instructlve trleks wil 11
eve,rybcdy and anybody you wish to write ch.-micnls. By A. Anderson. IfandsomC'ly
to.
illustrated.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND 1\JANAGE
N,;i. G!l.
HOW TO DO SLEIGIIT-OFPETS.--Giving complete information a~ t<
HAND.-Containin_g over fifty of the latest
tlle u1anner and method of raising, keeping

taming. ])reeding-. and managing all kinrH
of pets; also giving full instructions fo1
making cage~. etc.
Fully explained l.)y
twenty-eight illustrations.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STA)IPS
AND COIXS.-Containing valnnble 1nformation r(•garding the collecting and arranging
of stamps and coins.
Handsomely illustrated.
No. 56.
HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing full instructions how
to become a locomotive engineer; also dlrectiQns for building a model locomotive; top;ether with a full description of everything
•n engineer should know.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to
.li'BANK TOUSEY. Publisher.
~

anrl

l>e~t tricks used by Infl~kians.

C"ontaining- the secret of second sight.
illustratecl.

Al~o

Fully

No. 70. HOW TO llfAKE MAGIC TOYS.Containing full directions for ma.king Magic
Toys and devices of many kinds. Full.I' il·
lustrated.
No. 71.
HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
TRICKS.-Contalning complete illustrations
for pe1·formlng over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
Fully iUnstraterL
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
WITU CARDS.-Elmbracing all o! the latest
and most deceptive ca1·d tricks, with illustratlons.
any address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,

•,...·

No. 'IS. now TO DO TRICKS WITH
NU:\lBERS.-Showinl!' many curious tr;cks
wit11 figures and the nrn.gic of numhers. Ry
A. Anderson. F'ully illt1strated.
No. 74.
HO\V TO WRITE LETTERS
COIUtECTLY.-Conlainiug full instructions
for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for p11nctnution and composition,
witll specimen lclte,·s.
No. 75. now TO BECO:IIE A CONJUTIER.
-Containiug trkks ,, ith Dominoes, Diec
Cups and Balls,- Hats, et.c.
EP1hracing
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTt:;NES BY
TIIE IIAND.-Contuiniu,r rules for tcllihq:
fortnues by tbe aid or lines of the hand, r>r
the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of
telling fnture events hy aid of 1,1oies, murks.
~cars, etc. Illustrated.
No. 77. llO\V TO DO FORT¥ TRrCKS
Wl'.rH CARDS.-Containi11g tleceptiYe Card
Tricks as perforrn0<l by leading conjurers
r,ncl urngicl·wR. Arranged for home amusement. l!'ull:v illuMr:ited.
I
No. 7S, UOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
-Containing- n complete d<'s«·ripti<'n of the
mysteries or l\!n,:;ic und ,;1,•i;:.;!1t-of llaucl, to~e t ller YdtJ·, u·nny wnI clprfn} experiments.
Dy A. Anucrson.
lllL.:.t,:ited.
No. 7:1. IIOW TO D:Z("i'.!f; AN ACTOTI.
-CorJainiug- comp!dP illstr11l't, 11 ns holT t 11
in~ke up for Yn~·iout. <'haraeters on the ~tng-P;
togetlH'r ,Yith the duties of tbe 1-'tac-e :llnnPrompter, Scenic Artist and Property
so. r.n. ars ,i·1LLLBJS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes. anecdotes and
funny stories of this ,Yorlcl-rcuownPd () •rmun comedian. Sixly-four p,q::,,,,: ban,'~"l1l"
colo:·<'u rover, conl:iiuing a 11:ilf-tone p!ioto
of tbc aut11or.
No. ~l. no,v '.l'O :llJlJS~IERIZE.-Contninlng the most apprcn-c<l met bod o!' 'me8merism; animal magnetism, or. ma7netic be.aling. Hy Prof. Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S., author of "How to llypuotlr.c," et,•.
No. 82. HOW TO no PAL}IISTP.Y.-Cnntaiuin_q: the most UJlJ'rOv('(l m~thnii'< of rPa,ling tli~ lines on tl1t, hun<l, tnget!Jer n-i1 h a
full explanation of thrir mcaniug. Alxo PXplainittg pbrPnolngy, HTl(l tlte key of te!:in~
characters hy ll•e lnmq,s on the hPatl. fly
Leo Hugo Koch, A..C.S. l!'ully illustrate,.\.
No. 8~. HO'\V TO HYP:SOTIZE.-Containing rnluable and !nstruetirn informatiou regarding t11e scient·e of 11:,pnotism. .Also ex·
plaining tbe most approved methods which
are employed by tbe leading h)'pnotists ot
the world, By L00 Hug-o Koch. A.C,S.
No. 84. now ·.ro BECO~ll~ Ac.-.. AUTHOR,
-Containing information r~gardi11g- choi<'e
or subjects, the use of words and the manner of preparin_g and suhinit1iug manuscripts. Also co11lninlug valnahlo il1forma·
tlon flS to the neatness. lc1tihil ii y and gen•
era! composition of manuscripts.
or 3 for 2!5c., in money or postage stamps, b:,1

Rt;t,;":

168 West 23d St.. N. y,.

